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Fire damages 
Stoke room · 
By Sabra Clarke 
Fire in a sixth floor room of 
Stoke Hall Sunday at 8:30 pm. 
ca.used the. temporary evacua-
tion of hall resid~nts and $3,000 
to $4,000 in smoke and property 
damages. ' 
No one was in room 626 at 
the time of the fire and n,Q 
injuries were reported. More 
than 800 students live in Stoke; 
the largest, residence hall at the 
University. 
According to Assistant Fire 
Chief Mark Dellner the fire was 
caused by a flammable object 
placed too near the room's 
electric baseboard heater. 
Dellner said the fire did not 
·appear to be the result of a 
The fire was contained to one 
room, but the rest of the sixth 
floor suffered heavy smoke 
damage. 
Stoke residents, who had been 
evacuated to Stillings while 
firefighters ventilated the 
smoke, were allowed to re-enter 
the dorm at 11 p.m. 
Cynthia Cappuccio and Aman-
da Water.field, who lived in the 
room, have been moved else-
where. 
Faith Zoino, a sixth floor 
resident assistant, said Stoke 
residents were cooperative in 
evacuating the building. She said 
the fact that it was a "real fire" 
not another false alarm, made 
the residents "really move. No 
questions asked." 
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malfunction. Apparently, a stu-
dent's bed next to the heater 
caught fire. 
"It made me feel a lot safer 
seeing how well everyone got 
out of the building." This room in Stoke I-Jail was gutted by fire Sunday (Stu Evans photo) 





First in a series 
By MaryBeth Lapin 
Since 1980 New Hampshire 
Governor John Sununu has 
received nearly $50,000 in cam-
paign funds from nuclear inter-
ests. 
During his past three guber-
natorial campaigns Sununu re-
ceived $33,350 from Public 
Service Co. of New Hampshire 
(PSNH) executives. · PSNH is 
primarily responsible for build-
ing the Seabrook nuclear power 
plant. 
According to Boston Globe 
reports on Oct. 15 based on 
_ Sununu's campaign finance re-
cords, Sununu also received 
$5,850 from other financial 
underwriters connected to Sea-
brook. 
When Sununu ran unsucess-
fully for the U.S. Senate in 1980, 
his campaign received $10,350 l tt~:~m::::;::nr:: :rnr'mt ''.'?I<:::t::::r:;rr::s 
from other affiliates of the I tn'.7:t:?t'.'7:f:>:: '°8I2?!:?'37~E 8J:tdP@U@f;i] 
nuclear industry. 
The Seabrook plant is sche-
duled to begin loading fuel later 
this week. Seabrook has become 
an important issue in this year's 
gubernatorial race between in-
cumbent Sununu and challenger 
Paul McEachern (D). 
Su nu nu has said he favors 
SUNUNU, page 25 
J 
Franklin exercises 
for disabled team 
By Kristy Markey was on the UNH ski team. She 
is now a member of the U.S. 
Disabled Ski Team.' Gustafson 
On Sunday, the Franklin won four gold medals in the 
Fitness Center finished up a World Championships last year. 
week-long fundra!ser for th~ During the race, Gustafson 
United States Disabled Ski ran into a chair lift tower. She 
Team. lost the use of both hands, but 
According to Nancy Gustaf- through operations and therapy, 
Jim Demers spoke without Gary Hart Friday in the MUB. (Mike Congres
s~ If elected, Demers 
said he will be that voice. 
son, a member. of the U .S. she has regained partiai func-
Disabled Ski Team and Univer- tioning. Gustafson will be trying 
sity of New Hamps,hire senior, · out for the UNH Ski team this 
the event raised between $2,000 year. Gustafson sa.id she will 
and $3,000. . · continue to be a part of the U.S. 
Auler photo) , 
Deme'rs speaks 
without Hart 
"You~ future is my future," 
he said. 
Starting on Oct. 12, members Disabled Ski Team. 
By ~risty Markey 
~ 
the money should be used to take 
care of the American people. 
Demers is opposed to the 
Seabrook nuclear power plant. 
"The evacuation plan is not 
feasible," he said. According to 
Demers the people will only 
start paying for Seabrook if the 
plant begins operating. He cited 
Canadian hydropower as an 
alternative·source of energy. 
of the Franklin Fitness Club as -Part of her responsibility as 
well as non-members, were a member, said Gustafson, is to 
encouraged to participate in a raise $2500 for the team. · 
physical activity such as aero- The week-long fundraiser, 
bics, tennis or biocycle. Sponsors conducted at both the Durham 
paid according to how long t~e Franklin Fitness Center and the 
person could keep up their Great Bay Franklin Fitness 
activity. · · Center, finished Sunday with 
Apporoximately 100 people an aerobathon from 10 a.m. to 
participated throughout the 4 p.m. Participants could enter 
week, said Heather Clark,~pro- as teams or solo. "The American people come 
In a speech o-n bet. 17, con- first," Demers said. He said "the 
Demers is opposed to Contra-
aid supporting U.S.- backed 
terrorists fighting to overthrow 
the Nicaraguan government. 
"It's wishful thinking that the 
tontra rebels will overthrow 
the Sandinista government," 
he said. "We haven't given peace 
a chance in Central America." 
gram coordinator at the Fr~nk- Mimi Loureiro and Kerrie 
lin. Clark_said she would not Thomas, both seniors at UNH, 
know -how much money was did aerobics for three hours. 
gressional candidate Jim De- decision to build the MX missile 
mers urged students to vote before feeding our se~ior citi~ 
because "this election is critical zens," is wrong. 
for our generation." . Concerning the Star Wars 
raised until Nov. 1, the deadline They raised about $20 each. . 
for turning in sponsor sheets. "It was easy," said Thomas 
Demers spoke in the Straf- Defense Initiative, Demers said, 
ford Room at the Memorial "lt'safantasytobelievewecould 
Clark and Gustafson thought afterwards. 
of the fundraiser idea last Loureiro said most people in 
spring. "I told them (the Clarks) her dorm did not know about 
that I had to raise the money the U.S. Disabled Ski Team. 
and Heather came up with the "People said, 'wow, there's 
idea. She just took it from t.her~ a disabled ski team?' and had 
and organized the whole thmg, never heard of it," said Loureiro. 
said Gustafson. . Dave Clark, assistant man-
Union· Building. He cited t,he build an astrodome over the U.S. 
federal deficit, trade deficit and It will only escalate the arms 
nuclear arms race as "problems race." 
you and I are going to inherit." According to Demers; Repre-
Demers' visit was sponsored sentative Smith voted to "kill, 
by the Democratic Student not cut" student loan programs 
Organization and Student Se- in favor of military spending. 
nate. "There is no gr~p.ter investment 
According to Demers, the than education," Demers said. 
amount spent on the defense Demers told the audience this 
Lee Hart, wife -of Senator 
Gary Hart, introduced Demers. 
Hart was unable to attend due 
to an extended Senate sesion 
in Washington. 
"You want the kind of lead-
ership that is going to move this 
country forward. That's the kind 
of leadersh+p Jim offers," said 
Nancy Gustafson oecame par- ager at the · Franklin, said the 
tially parallyzed in an accident fundraiser "was good for pub-
at the National Collegiate At- licity and doing something for 
hletic Association ski races in a good cause." 
1984. At the time, Gu,stafson . 
H~rt. budget and foreign military , . generation has
 lost its voice in 
p:_~ro~g=r-a~m~s--w•a•s•t-o_o_h_i:g __ h.--He_s_a-id~· --------~-----------------------------------------._ .................................... -.~--------.--. .......... ~· 
NEWS IN .BRIEF 
Sox take two in Shea 
NEW YORK-The Red Sox beat the Mets 9-
3 Sunday night to take a two &ames to none lead 
in the best of seven World Series. The Sox racked 
five New York pitchers, including starter Dwi&ht 
Gooden (five innings, five earned runs) for 1~ htts, 
two short of the series record. Steve Crawford pitched 
one and two-thirds innings for the victory while 
Good~n was pinned wit~ the loss. Game three starts 
tonight in Fenway, w1_th former Red Sox Bobby 
Ojeda set to face Dennis "Oil Can" Boyd. 
Cosby show ready for 
syndication . 
NEW YORKr-The Cosby Show, the top-rated 
television show in 'the country, is about to be 
~uctioned off for syndication to the highest bidder. 
The show will be auctioned beginning October 26. 
Initial bids will be based on the production of 130 
episodes, or five seasons, eventhough this is only 
the show's third year. 
The show was the third-highest rated program 
during its firs_t year on NBC. Both .last year and 
through the first three weeks of this season, the 
show has been rated number one. The show has 
driven six ABC series off the air, and has, forced 
CBS's Magnum P.I. to move from Thursday to 
Wednesday night. . · . . 
Outside sources say the show is worth $2.5 million 
to $3 million ·per episode in syn?ication. 
The show will still be seen this Thursday, because 
NBC will not broadcast its pre-game show for t~at 
night's World Series game. It is the only show w.hIC,h 
will not be exempted by the World Series s 
programming. 
Soviets expel five . US 
· envoys . 
NEW YORK-Five US diplomats were expe!led 
by the Soviet Union yesterday on charges of spyi~g. 
The announcement came shortly after the last five 
of 25 Soviet diplomats at the United Nations left 
for home. The Soviet diplomats were ordered to 
leave by the us becau.se the u~ char~ed that many 
of the Russians were mvolved m spymg. It marked 
the first time any diplomats at the UN were ex_pelled. 
Secretary of State George P. ?~hultz said the 
United States would take unspecified response to 
the expulsio'n of the five diplomats. "W(e will protest 
and will take some action," Schultz said. 
Soviet Foreign Ministry accu.sed th~ five A~er­
icans of engaging in "actions whICh are mcompauble 
with their official status." 
Seabrook loading not to 
be delayed 
SEABROOK, NH-Seabrook station will be 
loaded with radioactive fuel despite a plea for a 
delay from the plant's· third largest investor. . 
Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric 
Company sent a lette~ t-? the plant's. builders o,n 
Friday, asking for a delay m testmg until MMW(EC s 
directors can asses the impact of Governor MIChael 
Dukakis's decision to boycott the emergency 
planning process. 
A spokesman for the MMWEC said the letter 
was written in response to pressure frqm ~assa­
chusetts politicians . The spokesman said the 
Massachusetts Senate and House of Representatives 
want Seabrook to proceed slowly into te~ting because 
of uncertainties in the emergency plannmg schedule. 
As of today, Seabrook operators· still planned 
to test on schedule. 
LaRouche organization 
charged with fraud 
SAN FRANCISCO-A federal lawsuit was filed 
against political extremist Lyndo.n LaRo~c~e, 
accusing him and his followers of takmg $2 million 
of fraudulent loans from unsuspecting and often 
elderly people. The suit charges- LaRouche and his 
followeq "specialize in victimizing elderly people 
through a variety of misrepresentations and 
manipulative devices to extract loans that defendants 
have no intentions of paying." -
One alleged victim was persuaded to sell his house 
and lend $75,000 in proceeds to LaR.ouche org~-n­
izations. Another was pressured rnto loanrng 
LaRouche organizations $42,000. LaRouche had 
no comment. 
Drop shown in killings by 
· police 
MASSACHUSETTS-The United States' big 
city police killed 50 percent less cit~zens in 1984 
than they did 14 years before accordmg to a study 
by a U niv~rsity of Maryland pro.fe~sor. . . 
Over the same timespan, krllrngs of police by 
citizens dropped more than two thirds, according 
to the study. . . . 
The study said much of the declme m shootmgs 
by police involveµ a substantial. reduction in. the 
killings of black people. The ratio of blacks killed 
to whites dropped from 7 to 1 in 1971 to 2.5 to 
1 in 1978. The percentage of people who were 
arrested who were black changed very little. 
The increasing threat of litigation over shootings 
by police and the psychological costs for these 
policemen were listed as possible reasons for the 
decline. 
The study also said it was likely that the influence 
of black p9litical power was an important factor 
in the decline of blacks killed by poli~e. 
COCA observes fast day 
By Beth Ineson 
Members of the Committee 
on Central America (COCA) 
fasted Friday in observation of 
National. Fast Day, an event 
commemorating the recent.fast 
by four Vietnam veterans. 
"When I fee,l hunger, I feel 
it and appreciate it," said Thom 
Mood, a junior anthropology . 
major. "I realize what they've 
realized, what starving for your 
beliefs means," Mond referred 
to-the four Vietnam veteran~ 
who recently fasted to publicize 
their opposition to the Amer-
ican government's funding of 
the Contra forces in Central 
·America. 
The fast, according to COCA 
members, was meant to raise 
their own level of commitment 
and unite the group. The 
merr:ibers also hoped to raise 
awareness about the problems 
in Central America. 
"It's a way to bring people 
together," said Courtney Potter, 
a sophomore philosophy major. 
Fifteen COCA members took 
. part in the 24 hour fast, al-
though some fasted fqr longer. 
CO~A set up a table outside the 
Strafford room of the MUB to 
distribute information about 
Central America and self 
bumper stickers and buttons. 
The table interested people 
who were involved and educat-
ed, as well as those. who were 
just curious. "Our goal is to get 
people to ask questions so they 
can learn answers," said Henry 
'Stout, a freshman anthropology 
major. · 
To conclude the day, a vigil 
was held at the Kent State 
Memorial outside the MUB. The 
ceremony of songs and readings 
was attended by 15 people. 
The Committee on Central 
America meets Tuesdays from 
6-7: 30 p.m. in Hamilton Smith 
room 214. 
ATO shows who they stand behind in this year's World Series. (Mark DesRochers phot.o) 
·Lecturer warns hazing 
hazardous. to Greek system 
By Bryan Alexander and 
Jeanne O'Shea 
Last Saturday Dave Westol, 
national vice-president of Theta 
Chi fraternity, spoke to over 300 
members of ·uNH fraternities 
and sororities on the subject of 
hazing. His lecture "Hazing on 
TriaJ" was held in the MUB 
Strafford Room. 
Westol used dramatic exam-
ples of hazing such as forced 
callisthenics, excessive drinking, 
and the wearing of burlap 
underwear, informing G~eek 
system members of the poten-
tial tragedies involved with this 
illegal practice. 
Westol said a number of 
deaths- and serious accidents 
across the nation have been the 
result of hazing. He said along 
with the deaths, an unfortunate 
casualty of hazing is the loss of 
self-respect experienced by so 
many pledges. 'Tm talking 
about deaths of the heart," said 
Westol. 
Westol said the structure of 
fraternities is based on caring 
and is detrimentally affected by 
acts of hazing. "Fraternal or-
ganizations represent character 
building, dignity, bonds of friend-
ship, truth and justice," Westol 
said: "These high standards are 
contradicted by the act of hazing, 
which humiliates and degrades 
a person." · 
According to Westol, hazing 
should not be a right or privilege 
of a brother just because he went 
through it when he was a-pledge. 
"There are no good reasons for 
this kind of behavior. It is not 
a reflection of the traditions and 
va1ues which fraternities are 
based on." 
"People should .not be tested 
by foolish pranks and antics," 
Westol said. "The real test is 
in how much they can give and 
receive in the chapter." 
Westol admitted to being a 
notorious hazer during his 
undergraduate years as a Theta 
Chi brother. 'He ·said he feels 
guilt and shame for his activ-
ities. "I thought hazing would 
make me a better Theta Chi 
brother. Boy, was I terribly 
wrong." 
According to Westol, the 
brothers who make it through 
hazing may say they understand 
the concept of brotherhood. but 
they usually make poofbrothers . . 
He said these brothers feel they 
made it through the tough stuff 
:so they can shirk their brotherly 
responsiblilites. Hazing chap-
ters "run on the premise that 
if guys throw up together, they 
will stick together." 
Westol said it is up to 
members of fraternities and 
sororities to put an end to 
hazing. 'The decision must be 
made. Hazing should be re-
placed by positive and construc-
tive behavior which will uphold 
noble and idealistic values." 
Sandy Osborne, a member of 
Phi Mu sorority, helped organ-
ize the lecture. She said she was 
impressed with Westol's pres-
entation and thought it was very 
dfective. "Mr. Westol made a 
dramatic impact. It has alerted 
us to the fact' that it (hazing) 
is a problem which needs to be 
solved." ' 
Vice president of Theta Chi, 
John Hurney said, "I think Mr. 
Westol had a positive effect on 
the audience. After listening to 
him speak, I was proud of the 
fact that Theta Chi does not 
haze." 
UNH polls voters 
By Mary Beth Lapin 
The UNH political science 
department conducted an elec-
tion telephone survey poll from 
Oct. 10 to Oct. 12. The poll was 
sponsored by WMUR-TV in 
Manchester. 
The poll interviews were 
conducted by students in· the 
polticial scienc_e classes of Pro-
fessors Robert Craig and David 
Moore. 
The survey included the re -
sponses of 467 registered voters. 
The results show the public 
opposed to Seabrook. 45 percent 
are opposed, and 2) percent 
support the plant. 
According· to the poll sum-
mary, Seabrook is an important 
issue for McEachern but the 
results indicate it may not be 
sufficient to make him compet-
itive with Sununu. "If the ref-
erendum in November were on 
Seabrook, it is clear Seabrook 
would lose. But the vote in 
November is for governor and 
it is equally clear that despite 
Seabrook Sununu enjoys an 
exceptional popularity a·mong 
New Hampshire voters." 
Selected Results of IJ~H Poll 









Public.'s Attitude Toward Seabrook 







Which Issue More Important 
in Gubernatorial Campaign: 
State's Economy or Seabrook 
Nuclear Power Plant? 
October 86 
Economy Only 







Choice for Governor by 
Attitude Toward Seabrook 
October 86 -
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Senate briefs 
By Bryan Alexander 
President Jay Ablondi said 
that. Terry Murray, general 
manager of the Student Tele-
vision Network (STVN) re-
signed after STVN was locked 
out of its office by order of the 
student senate at Sunday's se-
nate meeting. 
Ablondi said because Murray 
was the last officer irn the 
organization, his resignation 
signals the end of STVN. 
Ablondi said the senate is 
creating all' ad-hoc committee 
to determine the best future for 
the video equipment used by 
STVN. He listed the value of 
this equipment at $60,000. 
•Student Activity Fee chair-
man Jim Griffith gave MUSO's 
post-programming for the Phyl-
lis Schlafly-Sarah Weddington 
debate. The event was scheduled 
to bring in 700-800 people, but 
only 250 showed up for the 
event. 
He blamed lack of publicity 
as the cause for the poor turn-
out. 
•Student-body vice-
president Barbara Cerreta said 
she and Ablondi met with 
President Gordon Haaland to 
discuss points which would 
make UNH the best small 
public university in the nation. 
Cerreta said Haaland cited 
·several areas of improvement 
which may be inacted within the 
next five years. Cerreta said 
hiring more faculty to make 
smaller classes was one exam-
ple. Another idea is a new 
apartment complex whiCh will 
produce 400 new beds. 
Cerreta said she is currently 
on a retention committee for 
undergraduate students. She 
said 35% of all students drop 
STVN, page_9 
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. What do· you think about Seabrook · 
beco·ming operational?-
nl'm against it because I 





~~1 don't think it's .really 
ever gonna open. I don't 
think I'm really for it. If 
it does open, I don't re.ally 





0 1 think they should test 
it to find out if it's any . 
good. just to get an insight 
as to where som:_ething like 





0 1 think it's bad. Look 
what happened this 
summer. If someone leans 
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Saf eride needs nlore drivers 
By Bryan Alexander 
At Sunday's senate meeting· 
in McConnell Hall, Stacy Center 
informed the student senate that 
Safe-Rides, an organization 
which provides an alternative 
to driving drunk, is underway 
but needs active members. 
Center is in charge of organ-
izing the program. 
"We've established ourselves, 
but there is still a lot of work 
to be done," Center said. · 
Center said a problem with 
the organization was the small 
crew. She said they began with 
55 applications, but only 12 of 
these are active. Out of these 
12, four members "pull the 
weight." 
According to Center members . 
are deterred from joining be-
cause of a defensive driving class 
which is a prerequisite in driv-
ing University owned tars. 
Center blamed the inconvenient 
times set for the classes as the 
reason most students stayed 
away. The classes usually fell 
on Thursdays in . the afternoon 
when most students have 
classes. 
The course is required because 
Safe-Rides drivers drive cars 
owned by the University. Center 
said this was a plus because 
many Safe-Rides organizations 
throughout the nations rely on · 
the members cars. 
Center said she hoped for a 
staff large enough to require 
members_ to work only two 
hours a semester. She said with · 
a large staff Safe-Rides would 
be able to help many more 
people. 
Presently Safe-Rides receives 
two to fout calls a weekend 
night. According to Center this 
is a good number because it is 
all the small staff can handle. 
Center said with an increased 
staff the program would be able 
to advertise more so more 
students would be aware of Safe-
Rides availability. 
"We haven't pulled full force 
because of the ,(lack of) volun-
teers," said Center. 
Center said the S~fe-Rid~s 
program is strictly for UNH 
students and has a home-only 
driving policy to keep the pro-
gram from becoming a "taxi 
service." 
· "We don't want people cal-
ling and asking 'Can you drive 
me from Nick's to the Mai-
Kai?"' said Center. 
Center said the program is 
open for both students who do 
not want to drive drunk and for 
students who do not want to 
drive with an intoxicated indi-
vidual. . 
This car in front of the MUB is a part of Alcohol ~wareness week. (Mark DesRochers photo) 
_Write letters to the editor. 
All letters should 
be typed, . double-spaced and signed. 
Phone numbers 
m·ust be included for verification. 
·---·----------------,---~--------- ·-----------
CALENDAR. 
Tuesday, October 21 
Men's Soccer-at Boston University 
Student Recital #1-Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 1 p.m. 
Women's Studies Seminar Series-"Women: The Long Lasting 
Ones." Betty Roberts, Dept. of Social Service and Denise 
Conners, Dept. of Nursing. Carroll/ Belknap Room, MUB, 
12:30-2 p.m. 
Women's Tennis-vs. Connecticut, 3:30 ·p.m. 
Women's Field Hockey-vs. Harvard, 3 p.m. 
Wednesday, October 22 
Women's Soccer-vs. Hartford, 3 p.m. 
Thursday, October 23 
Men's Hockey-at Lowell 
Earth Sciences Colloquium-"The Usage and Limitations of 
Aquifer Mapping," by Andrews Tolman of Robert Gerber 
Corp. Room 119, James, 4 p.m. 
MUSO Film-"Death of a Salesman." Strafford Room, MUB, 
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2. 
Faculty Concert Series-Jazz Quintet. Johnson Theater, Paul 
Arts, 8 p.m. ' · 
MUB PUB-Now Sound Express, Half-n,.Half Party, 9 p.m. 
Friday, October 24 
Women's Field Hockey-at Temple 
Mid-Semester-Special grade reports resolving Spring and 
Summer 1986 IC grades are due in the Registrar's Office 
for all undergrads, all other students with IC grades in 400-
, 500-, or 600-, level courses. Petitions for extensions due. 
All unresolved IC's will be converted to F's. 
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ATHLETICS & RECREATION 
HALLOWEEN HOBBLE: 5k (3.1 mi.) X-Country 
Race. Registration deadline October 27, Room 
151, Field House. T-Shirts awarded to the winners. 
Wednesday, October 29, Outdoor track, Field House, 
3p.m. 
CAREER 
GRADUATING SENIORS/GRAD STUDENTS: 
Second Employer Listing-covering. recruiters 
coming to campus between Nov. 17 and Dec. 12 
are now available in the Career Planning & 
Placement Office, Huddleston. 
HOW TO INTER VIEW WORKSHOP: Sponsored 
by Career Planning & Placement. Tuesday, October 
21, Forum Room, Library, 7-9 p.m. 
CAREER NIGHT ON FINANCIAL SERVICES: 
Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement. 4 
Alumni/Parents representing: Investments 
(Merrill-Lynch), Accounting (Self-employeed CPA), 
Financial Consulting (Self-employed Insurance) 
and Commercial Banking (Lending Officer). 
Presentation and question period. Thursday, 
October 23, Forum Room, Library, 7-8:30 p.m. 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
Registration Information: 862-3667. 
BEGINNING WORDST AR: Introduces the user 
to a word processing program available for many 
·microcomputers. Video editing, formatting and 
printing are discussed. Prereq: Familiarity with 
your particular -microcomputer. Tuesday, October 
28 and Thursday, October 28 and Thursday, October 
30, 9:30 to noon. Cost: $6. 
BEGINNING S1032/BROWSING: Explains the 
database management program available on the 
VAX/VMS system. Creating ad hoc queries and 
reports from existing 1032 datasets and databases, 
and how to add, modify and delete records will 
be discuss_ed. Prereq: Beginning VAX/VMS. 
Tuesday, October 28, 2-4:30 p.m. Cost: $3. 
COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGES: An overview 
of packages for talking between micro and main-
frame computers. VTlOO terminal emulation in 
relation to CUFS such as Kermit, PC-VTand 
PROCOMM. Prereq: Administrative/CUFS users. _ 
Wednesday, October 29, 10:30 a.m. to noon. Cost: 
$3. 
BEGINNING S1032/CREATING: Designing a 
database using the "bottom-up" approach will be 
taught. Preteq: .S1032/Browsing and knowledge 
of VMS text editor. Thur5day, October 30, 2-4:30 
p.m. Cost: $3. · 
GENERAL 
GREAT BAY FOOD COOP HOURS: Tuesdays, 
Room 14A, Hubbard, 4-7 p.m. Everyone is welcome 
to stop by and pick up some great food. _ 
PIZZA LUNCH: Every Friday in October the Non-
Traditional Student Center will be offering pizza 
for $1 a slice. Come join us! Underwood House, 
noon to 1 p.m. 
UNITED NA TIO N'S DAY OF PEACE: A short 
speech wiU be given and will be followed by a balloon 
launch bearing messages of peace. Friday, October 
24, in front of Smith Hall, noon. 
NHOC WEEKEND WORK TRIP: M~ke yourself 
a part of N.H.O.C. Enjoy yourself while lending 
a hand on a trip to Jackson cabin. Friday, October 
24, meet in Room 129, MUB, 5:30 p.m. 
PARENT'S WEEKEND CONCERT: A night of 
a capella singing featuring the NH Notables and 
the NH Gentlemen. A perfect touch for a November 
evening. Saturday, November 1, Strafford Room, 
MUB, 6:15 and 8:15 p.m., free. 
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NHOC SKI SALE: Retailers from ski shops in N.E. 
will be selling merchandise for 20-50% off suggested 
retail prices. November 13, 14 and 15, Granite 
_State Room1 .MUB, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
HEALTH 
OPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: 
Individµals concerned about their ddnldng or drug 
use are welcome. Wednesdays, Wolff House, noon 
to 1 p.m. 
ADULT CHILDREN O_F ALCOHOLICS MEET-
ING: For individuals affected by parent's problem 
drinking. Thursdays, Underwood House, 7-8:30 
p.m. 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Closed 
meeting for women concerned about their drinking 
or drug use. Fridays, Wolff House, noon to 1 p.m. 
HALF-N-l_:IALF PARTY: Wear your best and worst 
clothes and dance to the music of the Now Sound 
Express. Celebrate National Collegiate Alcohol 
Awareness Week! Thursday, October 23, MU'B 
PUB, 9 p.m. to midnight, free. 
-NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ALCOHOL AWARE-
NESS WEEK: Sponsored by Drug Advisory ' . 
Committee. Alcohol Information Distribution 
Points: Tuesday, October 21, A Lot, 7:30-8:30 a.m.; 
Wednesday, October 22, Main Street and College 
Rd., 3:30-4:30 p.m.; Thursday, October 23, B Lot, 
7:30-8:30 a.m. and Friday, October 24, H & F Lot, 
- 7:30-8:30 p.m. 
Alternative ·Beverage Bars: Wednesday, October 
22, McConnell, '10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., Thursday, 
October 23, Kingsbury, 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., 
and Friday, October 24, Philbrook, 4-6 p.m. _ ·' 
"Liquor and Your Love Life": Wednesday, October 
22, Hunter Hall, 9 p.m. 
MEETINGS 
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEET- , 
ING: Do you Jcnow what's happening in Central 
America? Learn, educate and act! Tuesdays, Room 
124, HamSmith, 6 p.m. 
SOCIETY OF PHYSICS STUDENTS MEETING: 
Discussion of October 23 trip to Bates accelerator 
in Mass. Now taking . pre-orders for physics 
sweatshirts. Tue-sday, October 21, Physics Lounge, 
DeMeritt, 6 p.m. 
UNH Stud-ent Peer Group Meeting: Discussion 
_- of cwmpus'' accessabili!Y for disablP.'o students. 
Thursday, October 23, Notch Room, MUB, noon-
l :30 p.m. ' 
DEMOCRATIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION 
MEETING: Plan for upcoming events and to r.,ecruit 
new members. Tuesday, October 21, Carroll Room, 
MUB, 7 p.m. Open to all students. 
SKI SALE ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: NH 
Outing Club looking for anyone interested in helping 
out with annual Ski Sale November 13~15. We o.eed -
:your help. Tuesday, October 21, Room 129, NHOC 
Office, MUB, 7.. p.m. 
CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION MEET-
ING: Wednesday, October 22, Room 15, Catholic 
Student Center, 7-8 p.m. 
COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT AND PEACE 
MEETING: Francis Kearney will be speaking about 
the Great Peace March. Other issues discussed. 
Wednesday, October 22, Hillsborough Room, MUB, 
7 p.m. Information: Tony Nevin 862-3193. 
NICHE COFFEE HOUSE MEETING: We need 
people to help staff the Coffee House on Saturdays 
and ideas for publicity performers. Thursday, 
. October 23, Niche Coffee House, Devine, 5 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY CHAPLAINS ORGANIZATION-
AL MEETING: To organize Annual Fast "For a 
World Harvest schedules for Thursday, Novemoer 
20. Thursday, October 23, Room 139, Hamilton 
Smith, 7:30 p.m. 
.·M-edieval .s.cholars· 
to visit UNH 
By Jonathan.Davies 
The 13th New England Me-
dievel conference scheduled for 
Saturday, Oct. 25, and Sunday, 
Oct. 26, in the New England 
Center, will focus on the impor-
tance of The Domesday Book. 
The Domesday Book is a legal 
document written by the Nor-
mans after they captured Eng-
land in the 11th_ century. The 
book, com piled in 1086, is a 
census taken of property hold-
ings in EngJand after the Nor-
man conquest . This year The 
.Pomesday Book has a 900th 
anniversary. 
The conference will be. split 
into thfee sessions. The first 
. will concentrate oi:qhe topics 
"Old English· ~anguage Studies: 
Presenr State and Future. Pros-
p,ects," presented by Antonette 
di Paolo Healey from the Uni-
versity of Toronto. 
In the afternoon meeting, 
Anglo-Saxon history and art will 
be discussed. At the final ses "' 
sion, Sunday mornipg at 9:30, 
the state of current scholarship 
will be addressed. 
One of the Sunday speakers, 
Paul Szarmach, director of the 
Center for Medievel and Renais- -
-_sanceStudies, will discuss7"0ld 
English Literature: Whence, 
Where and Wither." 
- 150 medievel schoiars from 
Harvard, Tufts and Yale Uni-
versities, Dartmouth and Wel-
lesley Colleges and the U niver-
sities of Connecticut, Vermont, 
Massachusettes and New York 
are expected to attend the 
conference. 
"For medievel schofars,. it's 
a source of information for 
social history, demographics, 
land ownership and settlement 
patterns of 11th csentury Eng-
land," said William Jones, a 
University of New Hampshire 
history professor and campus 
coordinator of the conference. 
Jones has been a member The 
New England Medievel Asso- -
ci~tio_p since it began 13 years 
ago. He- said he encourages 
UNH students to attend the 
conference. 
There is currently a 40-: 
volume English translation of 
The Domesday Book on display 
at the Dimond library. The 
English translation, purchased 
by UNH, was funded by a grant 
from the Hoffenberg Founda-
tion. Included in the exhibit are 
books and other materials re-
l~ting to the Norman Conquest. 
Prof Jones of the history dept. (Stu E~ans photo) 




National Aerobic Month 
Purchase -any Reebok 
Charisma, Workout, 
or Instructor and 
receive free 
Reebok Aerobic 
Bag* worth $15 .00! 
ff ..._,_C!bdk~ (*While supplies last-o er .,.... = 
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Mill Rd. Plaza, Durham 
Childcare cehter 
opens in fan ·. 
By Ann L'lta,lien 
The U n'i v er sit y of New 
Hampshire will be opening a 
child care center in O'Kane 
House to provide child care for 
families 'affiliated with the 
· University sometime ne~t Sep-
. tember. 
Associate Dean of Student 
Affairs, Dan Garvey said the 
facility will be, "a benefit to 
students and staff." 
The facility will provide op-
portunities for observation and 
research for students interested 
in any field involving child care, 
human development, and psy-
chology. 
"Although final enrollment 
decisions will not be made until 
spring, the applications .will 
help in assessing the need for 
care in different age groups for 
program planning purposes," 
said Mebert. , 
- Iris E~tabrook the Child Care 
Informadon and Referral Coor-
dinator, said the plan is for the 
facility to be staffed with full 
and part-time non-students 
with the potential for intern-
ships for students interested in 
child care administration. 
E-stabrook said it is expected 
that services delivered by the 
center will be supported by fees 
from families who will use the · 
facility. There will be some 
funding .from UNH initially to 
furnish the center. 
Carol Mebett, chairperson of 
the child care Implementation 
Committee, said the possibility 
has been discussed of providing 
care for children with special 
needs depending on what kind 
.~~~9~~~;s:3-S~~~~~ss~~~~ss~~~~ss~~~ss~~~~~~~~~~~of interest there is and what 
President Gordon Haaland 
said, "The actual operation (of 
the facility) will be largely borne 
by the people who use it. Our 
intention, is that UNH will 
assume responsibility for the 
provision, renovation, construc-
tion and maintenance of the 
facility. Nothing has been de-
cided yet." 
--------------~---_.... __ those special needs would be. 
I The plans call for a center to . serve a maximum of 65 children a.ged 6 weeks to 5 years old, 
although nothing has yet been 
Mark watson· 
,would have sold h:is soul ~ 
to get thro~gh law school. 
Instead; he found ii. 
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set. 
Anyone who is interested in 
the child care center can fill out 
_a preliminary application. These 
are available from the UNH 
child care Information and 
Referral Center in Underwood 
House (862-2895 ). Applications 
should be returned by Feb. 1, 
1987. 
Estabrook said the facility will 
"bring to bear the full resources 
of the University," including 
the use of such departments .as 
the musk department. 
"The facility will provide full-
time care on a year round basis, 
but we anticipate part-time use," 
Estabrook said. 
F alv'ey ·discusses 
changing family 
By Catherine Rosenquist 
Family traditions in transi- · 
tion was the subject of the 
faculty lecture Friday night, 
given by Professor E.lizabeth 
Falvey at the New England 
Center. 
Falvey, as'sistant professor 
of education at UNH, said 
"Families in America today are 
undergoing fundamental 
changes that affect society." 
Falvey said dual careers in 
families today have ris_en 500 
percent since 1940. Fifty percent 
of women in families work, she 
said. 
Falvey, who recently joined 
the UNH faculty, received her 
Masters in counseling from 
UNH and her Ph.D from Pen-
nsylvania State University. 
"Society is more tolerant 
today of non-traditional lifes-
tyles," said Falvey. 
She said today there are six 
factors that influence family lif~: 
• Worrien in 'the work force 
•Growth of the welfare state 
•Lowering of legal and s,ocial 
barriers of divorce · 
•Increased emphasis on per-
sonal fulfillment 
. •Geographical mobility 
•Marriage is no longer consi-
dered a transition into adult-
hood. 
Falvey said today the "stigma 
of divorce has been removed." 
. She said people are interested 
in self-fulfillment rather rhan 
committment to a spouse. 
Falvey said the U.S. Census 
Bureau has determined that the 
divorce rate, curr~ntly 5 5 per-
cent, has doubled since 1965. ' 
"Once marriages were re-
placed, because of the death of 
a spouse," said Falvey. "Now 
marriages are rearranged." 
•"The divorce rate seems to 
be ~tabilizing in the 1980's," 
said Falvey. "The more divorce 
is used, the more exact are the 
criteria for marriage .. " 
Accord_ing to Falvey stepfam-
ilie~ have virtually "no socially 
defmed norms." She said society 
recognizes "very little cultural 
support of stepfamilies." Falvey 
said ~ociety has been caught up 
in the stereotypes of stepfam-
ilies from stories like "Cinder-
ella" and "Hansel and Gretel". 
The linguistic history of the · 
word "step", as in child or 
family, comes from the old 
English term meaning or-
phaned, said Falvey. 
Falvey cited several responses 
from the adult and child to a 
stepfamily. She said a stepfamily 
can create strong bonds between 
. a biological parent and child, 
but it can also divide loyalties 
between the new spouse and 
child. 
Falvey said children feel the 
loss of power arid responsibility 
in the new stepfamily, compared 
to the dudes they had in the 
single parent marriage. 
Falvey also discussed 
srrengths of a stepfamily: 
•More reality oriented 
•More communication rn a 
second family 
•A better role modef is pres-
ented for intimacy in marriages 
•Helps children to be more 
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INTRODUCING COLLEGIATE FUGHTBANK, FROM 
CONTINENTAL AND NEW YORK AIR. . 
Or the grand prize, for the number one student referral 
champion in the nation: a Porsche and one year of unlimit:ed 
coach air travel. · . If yDu're a full-time student at an accredited college or uni--
versity you can join our Collegiate AightBank~M You'll receive 
a membership card and number that will allow you to get 
10% off Continental and New York Air's already low fares. In 
aqd1tio1:1, you'll g~t a ~me--time c;:ert~icate &ocxl for $25 off any 
don test1c roundtnp flight-. Plus, you ll be able to earn trips -to 
places like Florida, Denver, Los AngeJes, even London and 
the South Pacific. Because every time you fly you'll earn mile--
- age towards a free trip. Anctif you sign up now you'll also 
receive 3 free is5ues ofBusines.5\Xfeek Careers m~gaiine. 
Porsche 924 can be yours if you are 
· referral champion. . . 
SIGN UP YOUR FRIENDS.AND EARN A PORSCHE. 
But what's more, for the 10 students on every campus who 
enroll the most active-student flyers from their college there 
are, some great rewan:ls: 1 free trip wherever Continenrnl or 
New York Air flies in the mainland U.S., Mexico or Can.ada. 
And how do you get to be the referral champion? Just sign 
up as many fri ~nds as po&5ible, and make sure your member--
ship n~ber is on their application. In orde1- to be eligible for 
any pnze you and your referrals must sign up before 12/31/86 
and each referral must fly 3 segments on O:intinental or New 
York Air before 6/15/87. And you'll not only get credit for the 
enrollment, you'll also get 500 bonus miles. 
· So cut the coupon, and send it in now. Be sure to include 
your current full time student ID number. Th~t way it'll only 
cost you $10 for one year ($15 after 12/31/86) and $40 for four 
years ($60after12/31/86). Your membership kit, including 
referral forms, will arrive in 3 to 4 weeks. If you have a credit ' 
card, you can callus at 1--800--255--4321 and enroll even faster. 
· Now r:nore than ever it pays to stay in school. 
r--:sICN ; iE UP NO\X' ' (Please print urtype\~I Ye<u ($ll'1) !J 2 Years ($20) l ~'<tr,($~0~ 'rear,($~ l 
I 
M1i:;r he submitted h1· 12/ll/86 
Name Dare tifB1rt ,__ __ 
, I G. illege~-----
1
, 
Pennanent:'Addres~--~---- _ _ _ _ - , Zip __ _ 
AJdre&.·~ ~--------
Zir-~ 
· I f-ull rinie student lD # ____ ~-- Yearof G raJ .!to,___,__ _ _ 
I . $ __ · - D Check/Money Order EndoseJ PLEASE DO N'T SEND CASH . 0 A merican Express 0 Visa D MasterCard D Diner:S Cluh · 
I Accou~r-Numher ____________ Expiration Date __ 
I 
Sii.,1flature X 
_ FOR MEMBERSHIP APPLICANTS UNDER THE AGE OF 18: The unJersii.,JfleJ is the parent/ 
I 
gL1ctrJian ut the memhership applicant named hereon, and I rnnsent to his/her partic ipati< H1 in the 
Collegi<i re Fl1ghtRank program. · 
I Sign?turex_ _____ _ 
- ~rnJ this coupnn · o: ColL~ 1:, 1:e Flight Ga:•k 
I F.O. Bux 297M7 Houstl '11 , TX 77 297 
~CONTINENTAL ~NEWYORKAIR 
I Ht l\JtVV HAIVlt-'~HIHt: I Ut:~UAY ' UGI Ut:5t:H "c!.1, I ~:RSb P.A:GE NINE 
_________________________ , _, _. _1 _ , -'-.,, .,,:_, .:i ~-r-"'-j1~~1'--_1 1-""-_1 ~"'-'-' '-' __:_'--"--_;>J • .~.,~•·•••llV.~.:~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-·• ._. _. _, 
\ 
Paint a pict~re ... not a rock. 
~\1 
/ f )I 
~ 
Use your head: 
Smart people recycle aluminum, 
paper and glass. 
Give a hoot. 
-Don't pollute. 
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Color develop and print 
SAME DAY 
SERVICE* 
No Extra Charge 
nln by noon-back by five" 
REPRINTS ' IN 
DAYS* 
WHY WAIT A WEEK OR TWO? 
*Service usually available. Subject to change. 
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• • 
_ STVN £ · Young's Restaurant 5 
(continued from page 3) i & Coffee Shop, Inc. : 
• • 
, out before they graduate from _, 48 Ma1Qln St Durham N H : 
UNH. Cerreta said this figure : - · · •' - ' · • • : 
was not high for a state school: 868-2688 - • 
but it could be improved. 1 : 
"We're looking for ways to: : 
keep students in," said Cerreta. : Breakfast Spe_c1·a1 • 
According to Cerreta a prop- • : 
- - . . 
osal was bein,g drafted request- • • 
ing Dean of student affairs J. : Apple Cinnamon pancakes • 
Gregg Sanborn to set up a • : • with coffee or tea 
scholarship program for black• :· 
South Africans whose schooling : $1.90 • 
had been hindered by the racist• L h s : 
governmen~ : unc -eon pecial : 
•Parliamentarian Robert: - • 
Maitner said his council will be • - : • Tuna melt served on an discussing the possibility of• : 
cutting down the number of: - English Muffin w/ cup of • 
senators from the mini-dorms. • homemade soup or chowder : 
Currently each mini-dorm is: --$2.60 : 
represented by one senator.: • 
Maimer said his council will• D • S • } : 
discuss whether all mini-dorms: inner pec1a : 
:~~~~:-::«::::~:~::s:: ::: i Y.OUNG, :::v:;~;i~o'.:aC::.~~;',~;:.: i 
possibility of allowing two• 1 t d l d d l'' • 
f f h- 1 • osse sa a an a ro " • senators rom each o t e arger • 
1 
$ • 
dorms such as Stoke as Chris-• - 3.25 , • •1 • 
tensen. • • •••••••••••••e••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
- ... ~ .... - ....... - .... 
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Electrical I Blectronlc I Computer Bngineen ••• 
Computer Scientists •.• Matbematicians ••• 
Language Specialists 
Latitude. That's what keeps a job' invigorating 
-the cha.nee to expand your interests, to take 
on unheard of challenges, to grow out as well as 
up. Well, that's precisely what the National 
Security Agency offers you as one of our people. 
NBA performs three all-important tasks. We 
analyze foreign communications. We safeguard 
America's vital communications. We set secur-
ity standards for the government's mammoth 
computer systems. And we want you in on the 
Job. , 
NSA offars choices upon choices. In assign-
ments. In projects. In careers. :ijut whatever 
your role, it's going to make a difference; it's 
going to produce immediate results. 
For an Blectrical I Blectronic I Computer 
Bnglneer options abound. In fact; the entire 
technological and functional spectrum are 
yours for exploration. Microprocessor im-
plementation and programming, communica-
tions systems, LSI/VLSI, CAD/CAM, systems( 
architecture and optics. Among others. 
To the Computer Scientist, we deliver op-
-portunities a.cross the frontier of finite state 
ma.chine development. The a.ppl1cation·s realm: 
systems design and programs, applications and 
evaluation, and computer security research and 
design. · 
Mathematicians research a variety of mathe-
matical concepts including probability theory, 
statistics, Galois theory and group theory. 
Language Specialists in Slavic, Near Eastern 
and Asian languages meet the challenges of 
translation, transcription and analysis head 
on. Every day. 
Whatever your field, you 9an be certain to 
find many paths cleared for you. You'll also find _ 
a competitive salary, enticing benefits and an 
appealing suburban location between two vital 
urban centers-Washington and Baltimore. 
For a.dditionalinformation, schedule an, in-
terview with your College Placement Office. Or 
write to the National Security Agency~ 





NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY 
ATTN: M322 (AAM) 
Fort Meade, MD 20755-6000 
U.S. citizenship required for applicant and immediate 
family members. 
An equal opportunity employer. 
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LET US DO THE COOKING 
TUESDAY-OCT. 21 
Fettucini w I Peas 
Beef Strip w I cream sauce 





Cheesy Chicken · 
Corn Chowder 






Vegetable Beef Soup 
Apple Brown Betty 
FRIDAY-OCT. 24 




Swedish Cabbage Soup 
German Sausage Cream Soup 
Amaretto Mousse 
.PISTACHIO'S 
Buy ice cream by the 3 gallon TUB! 
. Great for meetings, Hump Nights, Movie Nights!! 
And the price is right! ONLY $11 /TUB!!! 
Must order in advance. 862-1176 
NIGHT GRILL SPECIALS 
Monday-Hamburger 
Tuesday-Grilled Cheese w I Ham 
vYednesday-BLT 
Thursday-Chicken Salad Sandwich 
( 
ONLY .75 
Also, check out the low price dinner specials! 




Watch for TGIF. 
GOODIE PACKAGE 
Show a friend you care with one of our Goodie Packages. 
Order one of our special Halloween Packages. Deliver 
anywhere on campus. CALL: 862-2046 
MUB MARKETPLACE 
Tuesday: imported wool sweaters--balcony 
Wednesday: Red Sox memoribilia--balcony 
Thursday & Friday: fine handcrafted jewelry--balcony 
Monday: embroidered handbags & ·imported jewelry-
-balcony 
Fleischer discusses Brazil 
By Paulina .McC. Collins 
The Center for International 
Perspectives second session of 
the 1986-1987 New Hampshire 
Seminar on Fri-day Oct. 17 
foatured University of Brasilia's 
chairperson of political science 
and international relations, 
David Fleischer. Professor Dav-
id L. Meeker of the Mathematics 
department introduced David 
Fleischer who discussed his 
paper: Brazil as Newly Indus-
trialized Country or Third 
World Leader? World Role and 
World View. Meeker has been 
active in the exchange program 
teaching' mathematics at the 
University of Bra_silia. 
Fleischer opened by saying 
that some 160 years ago the 
German philosopher, George 
Wilhem Friedrich Hegel pre-
dicted that by the end of the 
nineteenth century the main 
axis of world conflict would shift 
from Central Europe to a North 
vs. South dimension in the New 
World. By the end of the twen-
tieth century he said, following 
an intense period of East-West 
struggle, Hegel's prediction may 
be filled in the form of an ever 
deepening conflict between the 
United States and Latin America 
led by Brazil. "Latin America 
has a foreign debt of 400 billion 
· dollars," Fleischer said. 
Brazil has attained a unique 
_ position as an emerging indus-
trial power in the Third W odd." 
"It i_s now the eighth largest 
economy in the world based on 
GNP," said Fleischer. 
"When President Jose Sarney 
visited Washington D.C., Rea-
gan said that Brazil had done 
very well _economically but that 
they had done so at the expense plays' a less positive role than 
of the United States," said it did fifty years ago. Fleischer 
Fleisher. said, "Brazil now sees the U.S. 
"Brazil," he said, "is· number as becoming a negative force 
two in foreign debt surpassed as evidenced by their refusal to 
only the United States who has recognize the necessities of a 
the. largest foreign debt in the better integration of developing 
world.''' nations in the world economic 
Conflicts in past years regard- o.rder and the need to reform 
ing US-Brasilian relations of related institutions after 
Fleischer said have included: 1945." Thus, Fleischer said, the 
•policies regarding foreign U.S. has come to be viewed as 
debt management within the a "status-quo an:d egotistical 
context of a "new international nation." 
economic order" , Meeker then introduced Pro-
• US protectionism vs. Braz- fessor . Clifford Wirth form the 
il's "unfair" trade and commer- political science department. 
cial policies, Worth said poverty is a very 
•Brazil's-U.S. five billion serious problem in Brazil. He 
dollar trade surplus with the said there is a 24% illiteracy rate 
U.S. in Brazil, 32% of the population 
•Brazil's position against attend secondary schools and 
inclusion of services . wirhin that the infant mortality rate 
GATT, (the General Agreement is 82 per thousand. "Brazil has 
on Trade and Tariffs). "Servi- a serious problem with poverty 
ces" include engineering and and social development," Wirth 
planning services, (construction said. 
projects) shipping, (air and sea); Following Wirth's remarks, 
banking and insurance; compu- the floor then opened up for 
ter software, data processing questions and general di·scus-
and transactional data flows; sion. The seminar was well-
• treatment of U.S. MNC attended and allowed both stu-
(multinational corporations) dents and faculty to hear and 
within Brazil; discuss the issues of Fleischer's 
•"market reserve" protec- paper. 
tion for certain Brazilian infant Those interested should look 
industries especially micro- for information about next 
computers; - month's seminar ~r call the 
•political differences regard- Cent~-r for lnter~a~10nal. Pers-
ing U.S. positions/actions in pec~1ves for addtt10nal rnfor-
the international arena, such matton. 
·as Central America, Cuba, South . .------------. 
Africa and the Middle East. 
Fleischer then went on to dis-
cuss eachr of these conflicts in 
detail. 
i' 




•Food and Weight 
Control Problems _ 
•Specialized Treat-
ment of Ea ting 
Call 
Stephen Little, 
' \ M.Ed. 
at 433-2233 
Light up the 





will speak at 
Woodruff House 
Wednesday Oct. 22 8pm 
• 
he will address ENVIRONMENTAL • • • 
ISSUES as well as other key issues : 
• • in the. ~86 CAMPAIGN : 
• • • ... , ...................................•...... 
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THURS 10/23 
·. OfATH Of A SAlfSMAN 
~. Them can be no doubts aboUt Death of 
i 
a Salesman being an American classic. , 
This filmed revival of Arthur Miller's 
play brings together director Volker 
Schlondorff, and actor Dustin ·Hoffman 
as Willy Loman, as well as a brilliant , t .supporting cast. Some 36 years after 
. 
. Its premiere, Death of a Salesman still 
moves us profoundly with its story of 
~ an' lmpossl'ble little man to whom at-
~ tention must be paid. 
"As powerful and magnificent a . 
i( performance of t11e play as Is likely to 
~ be seen In this generation. Together, 
~ Mr. Miller and the actors have brilliantly 
"""' distilled the almost mythic aspects of 
t tha work. At the same time, the superb · performances generate af.I atmo~phere of freshness and spontaneity. " . j - JohnJ. O'Connor. The New York Times 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUN 10/26 
"WEST SfOt STORY" · 
$2.50 STUDENTS 
$4.00 NON-STUDENTS 
9 P.M. IN THE MUB PUB 
································································~······································ 
Manager-Trainees Mortar Board plans year 
Continuing growth has created additi9nal openings in 
both our Dover and Plaistow men's departments. If you 
are a dependable, experience{:/, or trainable, and growth-
minded, let's talk. Please call Dave Whitehouse 
'142-1893 
RED'S SHOE BARN INC. 
NH's Largest Shoe Store 
Durham Copy 




typing, 25 resumes, matching sh., env. 
revisions made easily w /our 1 yr. mem. storage 
open 8:30-3:30, Monday-Fri. 
By Carrie Keating 
The Mortar Board Honor 
Society is gearing up fo~ an 
active and exciting year. Thmy-
f i ve seniors were chosen last 
semester to become members 
of this national honor society 
at UNH. 
Mortar Board members are 
required to participate in regular 
meetings and be involved with 
. service events sponsored by 
Mortar Board. It is an honor 
society based on service not only 
to the University, but .also to 
the Durham community. In the 
past, the honor society organ.:. 
llSIARCH ·PAPERS ized book sales, decorated Dur-I ham during the Christmas sea-
son, and provided tutoring. 
The members of Mortar 16,278 to choose from-all 
subjects 
Order catalog today with 
Visa/MC or COD 
in Calif. (213) 477-8226 
or rush $2.00 to: 
Research Assistance 
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, 
Los .Angeles, CA 90025 -
Custom research also 
available-all levels 
Board represent every major 
from administration to zoology 
and are involved in many activ-
ities such ·as the Greek system, 
student organizations, and com-
munity service. Over 300 stu-
dents qualifying with a 3.2 grade 
point average or above were 
- invited to apply last year. 
Qualifiers were requireCl to fill 
Sen ing the llnin:rrit_J' rinn 1978 
T-Shirts 
• Hooded Pullovers ·Totes • Baseball Caps 
_ • Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts ·Aprons • Custom Designs 
Plus Hundreds of Sp_edalty Advertising Items 
In-House Art Dept 
603/431-8319 
3131 Lafayette Road (Rte 1). Portsmouth. N.H 
For chocolate connois~eurs, General Foods® International Coffees 
has ,created new Double Dutch Chocolate. 
The incredi~ly chocolate coffee. 
out a lengthy application ahd 
answer essay questions concern-
ing their activities and accomp-
lishments. 
Mortar Board was founded 
in 1918 and currently has 200 
chapters across th!= country with 
a total membership of 130,000 
nationwide. Each chapter is 
charged with the responsibility 
of doing something of value to 
humanity in college and/ or , 
community life. The Cap~and 
Gown Chapter at UNH was 
founded in 1938. 
"We're really excited about 
the possibilities this year," said 
Kristen Russell, president of 
_the UNH Mortar Board chapter. 
"The resources these 3 5 people 
can offer UNH are tremendous. 
We want to let everyone know 
who we are this year." A seni9r 
cruise and a book sale are two 
examples of the activities 
planned for this school year. 
Officers who were recently 
/ elected are: Kristen Russell 
president; Bob Bosworth, vic~­
president; Heather Foster, treas-
urer; Becky Sullivan, secretary; 
Carrie Kea,ting, director of . 
communications/ his tori an; 
Hope Halleck, elections chair-
person. 
:LECTURE--
<continu~d from page 7) 
flexible and independent 
•Can decrease parents' guilt 
of dating. 
The faculty lecture series at 
UNH . was developed by the 
President Gordon Haaland to 
give professors "a chance to 
express feelings outside the 
classroom." said Falvey. 
~ 

















19 J.enkms Court 
Durham, N.H. 
868-5634 
THE' NEW HAMPHHIRE':rUESDAY, 'dC1fOBER ·2-1-, 1"986 ' ( 
University Health Servi~es/Health Education Center 
announces Fall Training for ••• 
PEER SEXUALITY EDUCATORS 
_and 
PEER CONTRACEPTION EDUCATORS 
Your chance to ••• 
* develop your knowledge .and expertise in the area of sexual health 
* help your fellow students 
* develop marketable skills for after graduation 
* share valuable and rewarding experiences with other peer educators and 
fellow students 
To learn m~re about the training program and responsibilities involved 
in peer education ••• 
Att~nd an INTEREST MEETING 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 22, 4:00 PM 
2nd floor Oonf erence Room 
Health Services Building 
or call Mark Ragg or Liz MacDonald at 3~23 
LOST 
an opportunity to get a head 
start on your c~reer 
·valuable work experience for 
money and credit 
Contact 
UNH FIELD EXPERIEN.CE 
6 Garrison Avenue 
Ca.ti: 862-1184 
BACK TO SCHOOL SP·ECIAL 
AT&T PC 6300 LIMITED OFFER 
---------
A special inventory of AT&T PC 6300's Model CPU2 (Dual Floppy) equipped with 256K of
 
RAM are being made ::ivailable for sale to Educational Institutions at a one-time special price
 
of $1,268.00. · ' 
The PC 6300 Processors are expandable to 640K RAM. and include a monochrome monitor
 
and keyboard (128K socketed, 128K soldered RAM) and MS/DOS 3.1. 
There are only a limited amount of these units available, and the orders will be processed on
 
a first come first serve basis·. · 
As you might expect, these units will not last very long. So act now while supplies last 
Any questions, please .call Jane Parker at 603-644-2049. 
STUDENT NAME --------- STUDENT ID 
SHIP TO: STREET-~-------------
CITY---------- STATE __ _ 
ZIP __ _ 
TELEPHONE( __ ) _____ _ 
PLEASE ENTER MY ORDER FOR THE FOLLOWING: 
Quantity( )-SPECIAL PACKAGE-PC-6300 CPU 2 (3703-E21 ), MONITOR (37313), 
KEYBOARD (37301) MS/DOS GW BASIC (1021-09). 
Mail To: AT&T 
4 Bedford Farms 
Bedford, NH 03102 
ATTN: M. Chatfield 
TOTAL PRICE $1,268.00 (includes shipping) 
, NO.TE: A certified check or money order payable to AT&T must accompany this order. 
- - ·- - ·- -- - -- - - - - -- -- --·- --·- - -- - - - - --- - - - - -: - ·---- - -·- --· - : - - --- - ---- - -· --- - - - - - - - . - - . -·· .- .. -· -· ·---·. ··- ·--- . - ... .. -· -· -- - - ---_.; 
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Editorial 
Sununu's Seabrook bias 
Since John Sununu became Governor of 
the state of New Hampshire, people have 
been consistently attacking his unyielding 
support of the Seabropk nuclear power 
station. Democratic gu,bernatorial candidate 
Paul McEachern of Portsmouth has made 
opposition of Seabrook the primary plank 
in his platform. Two years ago, Chris Spirou 
did the same thing. Spirou lost the election, 
and McEachern is far behind in the pre-
election polls. 
Regardless of whetli.er or not Sununu 
is reelected, one must ta:ke a closer look 
The bulk of these contributions came from 
past and present executives of rhe Public 
Service Co. of New Hampshire. PSNH is 
chief builder of Seabrook and stands to gain 
the most if it goes on line. Amorig these 
donations are sizeable contributions from 
a former director and a former cha-irman '·· 
of PSNH. 
Another factor working against Sununu's 
objectivity is the fact that he used to be 
a nuclear consultant. In 1981, the year before 
he was elected Governor, Sununu was sole 
spokesman in a pro-nuclear advertisement. 
The _ad featured one picture, that.of Sunµnu, 
next to a headline that said ''Three Mile 
Island has made nuclear power safer. ' 
' · 
A recent UNH poll supported a long-
held theory that most New Hampshire 
citizens are opposed to Seabrook. 45 percent 
of people polled said they were against 
Seabrook, and only 2 5 percent said -they 
were in favor of the plant. 
But it is not likely that Sununu will be 
able to look past his pro-Seabrook, pro-
nuclear bias and give the people of New 
· Hampshire what they want - a nuclear-free 
state. 
When the general elections come around; 
the two gubernatorial candidates should 
not be judged solely on their records 
regarding Seabrook. The power plant is, 
however, a major issue. It should be clear 
that Sununu, with his stubborn insistance 
that the plant become operational, in this _. 
case has not acted in the be.st interest of 
the citizens of the state of New Hampshire. 
·at his attitudes towards Seabrook. Mc.Each-
ern' s charge that Sununu is uµable to make 
objective decisions regarding Seabrook takes 
on more substance in light of current events. 
Last week it was revealed that Sununu 
has accepted almost $50,000 in campaign 
con_tributions from pro-Seabrook factions. 
Also, Sununu was energy and science 
advisor to former Gov. Meldrim Thompson, 
who was insnumental in building Seabrook 
and putting it on the coast. 
/ 
Acacia 
To the Editor: 
If the purpose of the IFC ii to 
isolate fraternities, to set them apart 
from the rest of t:he Greek system, 
then it is doing a great job. But if 
its purpose is to work on improving 
relations between houses and to 
set well defined guidelines for 
houses to follow then the IFC is 
missing its mark. 
Acacia broke a somewhat vague 
rule in the IFC by-laws in regards 
to having three open rushes before 
having any closed rushes . It is 
uncertain at what time this partic-
ular wording of the rule was re-
corded in the by-laws. Nonetheless 
the rule is there, handwritten at 
the bottom of a typewritten page 
in an altogeth~r different color ink, 
and the rule was broken. It is our 
belief the rule was revised after 
being passed, leaving us uninformed 
of the rtew wording. 
Acacia fraternity was not aware . 
that it was violating any rule. The 
violation was not an attempt to steal 
rushees away from other houses. 
Our third dry open had been 
scheduled in advance, for the night 
after the closed rush. It was an 
innocent and regretful mistake. 
IFC is the governing body of 
fraternity rush, not the president's 
council. If an Acacia representative 
was not present at the president's 
c;ouncil meeting that is an entin~ J1y 
different matter aAd should not be 
connected in any way with any rush 
violations. Rush guidelines should 
be outlined at IFC meetings. Com-
munication should not be a respon-
s ibili ty delega ted to a sepa r ate 
Greek council. 
T he p unish men t fo r Acacia 's 
offense is two semesters on rush 
probation (which is reasonable) 
and barring Acacia from the Greek 
picnic. What pu~pos~ does isolating 
Acacia from other houses serve? 
Acacia is arl active social fraternity 
and though we would rather par-
, ticipate in the Greek picnic, we do 
know how to socialize with non-
Greeks . The only consequence of 
this punishment is to further 
separate the Greek system. 
Furthermore, sororities took no 
part in the decision to bar Acacia 
from the picnic. Yet, they are co-
sponsors of the event. Shouldn't 
they have some say? 
Lack of communication can be 
sited as the major reason for the 
rush violation. IO punishing Acacia 
in the manner it has, the IFC is 
overlooking its own weaknesses . 
The Greek system should work 
together to eliminate these prob-
lems, not to make 1an example out 
of Acacia. Perhaps punishment is 
in line, perhaps not. But I encourage 
Greeks, including Acacia, to be more 
cooperative and more positive with 





To the Editor: 
For the past few weeks, The New 
Hampshire has run a number of 
anti-R.0.T.C. letters to the editor 
·vh i'..:h I believe merit r.esponse. T he 
general ignorance of the authors 
is evident in their remarks about 
military policy and intent on civilj~n 
campuses . Perhaps the fo llowing 
will enlighten you a bit. It is not 
t he ob ject ive of the m ilitary to 
impos·e i tse lf upo n the co llege 
campus; rather, the military seeks 
to bring into its midst many of the 
ideas promoted by Amer ican uni-
versities. It is the college educated 
officer that the mili tary asks for, 
and indeed needs, in order to ensure 
that proper perspective within the 
orga1nization is maintained. The 
relationship between the military 
institution and the cadet/ officer 
is one which prnmotes mutua l 
influence. Absence of the program 
would create a far greater risk of 
distortion in the military than its 
presence has ever begun to do, for 
to· eliminate the Reserve Officer 
' Training Corps is to lea:ve military 
leadership solely in the hands of 
those trained at military academies, 
institutions which, although highly 
.reputable, lack any civilian, objec-· 
tive outlook. 
As for those of you who ask for 
the total eradication of the military 
from the United States, I cannot, 
nor do I wish to, argue:with such 
a mentality. It seems to me that your 
link with reality is just a tad tenuous. 
What bothers me most about the 
claims offerred by our young scho-
lars is that most lack .any evidence 
to support them. They are sweeping 
gerieralizations which probably ' 
arise out of latent fear of the topic · 
discussed. Nine out of ten univer-
sities agree, t,he most effective 
treatment for fear is knowledge. 
I suggest that you get an_ adequate 
grasp on the facts of an issue before 
you ask us to give serious consid-
eration to your opinions. Five years · 
in the Reserves and two in R.O.T.C. 
have never tau12;ht me, for instance, 
to view our for~ign counte(parts 
as sub-human. From where such 
an idea originated I'm not exactly 
sure, perhaps only from the mind 
of a naive, uninformed individual. 
Karen E. Willett, Cadet 
COCA 
Dear Governor Sununu, 
As concern'ed individuals attend-
! ing the University of New Hamp-
shire we are asking your view on 
the issue of our government's 
current involvement in Nicaragua. 
As the leader of this state you have 
a responsibility to voice your opin-
ion with regards to the possible 
direct involvement of the youth of 
this state in the ever expanding 
confrontation in Central America. 
We are asking your opinion now 
in the form of .a simple response 
to a question. Please remember that 
it is we who are writing this letter 
who will have to sacrifice our lives 
and well-being for the sake bf a 
policy decision that your opinion 
may well help to shape. The ulti-
mate decision will lie with you and 
other leaders; therefore, please 
answer the fo llowing question: 
Do you feel, in light of current 
situation, that it is appropriate to _ 
involve U.S. military personnel m 
either a direct or indirect action 
against the country of Nicaragua? 
Please respond as soon as possble 
because this issue must be dealt with 
before another policy blunder, such 
as Vietnam, costs the lives of the 
youth of this state and our nation. 
The choice you make with regard 
to situations in Nicaragua will help 
dicfate all our fotures . We know 
you be-lieve in life and we trust that 
belief will guide you in the answer 
to out question. It is an answer the 
youth of this state will live or die 
by . 
Representatives of the UNH 
Committee on Central America 
Letters, page 24 . 
The-Nnr Hampshire 
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iversity Forum 
Fine ·Eatin' atUNH 
You take us for granted. I know you 
do. I know . you do because I watch you. 
I watch you in the morning when you 
go to breakfast and get your french toast 
and jelly donut, or blueberry muffin, 
granola and bagel. And at lunch when 
·you grab . your triple helpings of 
chocolate .chip cookies or peaimt butter_ 
cookies or brownies. And also at dinner 
when you head for the Bread Board and 
take seconds of strawberry mousse pie, 
chocolate cake or-eclairs. I see you. And 
you take us all for granted. 
Those of you who know where all 
those tasty treats come from have 
probably realized and, rightfully so, 
that I work in a bake shop. The UNH 
Bake Shop to be precise. What? I hear 
some of you saying, UNH .has a bake 
shop? Whv of course it does. You -think 
the school has a deal with Enten manns 
or something? · 
The Bake Shop is located on the 
·ground floor of Stillings, and basically, 
we provide all the baked goods to the 
dining halls, and to various organiza-
tions around campus should they ask. 
We deal only with the baked goods, 
not food stuffs that make up the 
majority of dining hall meals. We are 
a separate entity. (I include that 
statement, because I'm ~ick of people 





A typical day starts off as follows. 
One of the bakers, who requested that 
he be left anonymous and who I shall 
refer to as Mr. A (although his real 
name is Raymonq Buzzell, 28A Everett 
Street, Dover, NH 749-6674), gets' to 
the Bake Shop at 4:15 a.m. and opens 
everything up. Uh, that's 4:15 a.m. IN 
THE MORNING! He gets the ball 
rolling every day, and sometimes he 
hits people with it. 
Within a couple of hours, the rest 
of the bakers ,arrive (never mind who 
they are-I like them) including a few 
of the student workers. 
Let me just interject something here 
(don't worry, I won't make a mess). 
There are only six bakers employed 
here and literally tons of baked goods 
that have to be prepared. So the bulk 
of the wor_k is done by the sixteen or 
so student workers, of which I am one. 
We work all during the week, at all 
different times of the day (including 
· some, though not me, I assure you, at 
five and six in the morning)_, and we 
do all the slave-labor type jobs that 
the bakers don't want to do, like making 
pie bottoms, slicing bread, filling 
donuts, greasing pans, papering muffin 
tins, packing cookies, moving the flour 
bags,~and working in the freezer. We 




t/ v-- v ~· ; / j ' 
get half hour breaks every four hours. 
.Oddly enough, we students never get 
any breaks. Hmmm. . 
Finally, as the day winds down (w:e 
close at 7), the bread for the next 
morning is put up, as well as the 
granola, peanut butter and bagels. And 
the next.. day it starts all over again at 
4:15. Exeept on weekends, of course, 
because we:re closed. 
All in all\ it's pretty good to work 
there. Even though we do have to wear 
those dopey .dining services uniforms, 
we are downstairs and nobody sees us. 
This little fact ' makes us somethi'ng 
of a secret society, a powerful force 
in the universe (or at least the Uni-
. versity) that only the chosen few know 
the complete truths about. And we'll 
take those truths to the grave (or at 
least till graduation; I am planning on 
writing an expose when I get out.) 
Also, the place does provide some 
good eatin\ but don't tell anybody. 
We're not supposed to eat stuff. 
So that's the story of the Bake Shop 
or at least all I'm going to tell. Now 
you know how those lovely breads and 
desserts get to you and that the dining 
halls have nothing to do with it. If you 
want to know more, just come and visit. 
Bottom floor of Stillings; around the 
back, just ask for Wally Fraser (he loves 
company) . But remember to bring 
yourself a hat. And be prepared to wash 
your hands every .five minutes: After 
By Steve Melisi 
are the unsung heroes of the Bake Shop. 
I include this fact for two reasons: one, 
so my fellow workers won't ge't mad 
at me for leaving them out, and two, 
to make the bakers look like real 
wee mes. 
Anyway, the first task in the morning 
is to get rhe breakfast and lunch foods . 
ready to be picked up at five, and then 
delivered to your dining halls for your 
eating pleasure. This includes cooking 
of the muffins and donuts and packing 
them, all fresh for you. (That's another 
thing. We make everything fresh. If 
the stuff doesn't taste fresh, it's the 
dining hall's fault, not ours.) 
And then the day is upon us. What 
we do varies from day to day, depending 
on the menu for the next few days. We 
start off with the bread for the Bread 
Board, and then it's on to, oh ~ho 
knows, apple turnovers, cookies of all 
kinds, strawberry-rhubarb pie, marble 
cake, coffee cake, pound cake, jelly roll, 
banana nut bread, date nut bread, -
crap.berry .nut bread, hermits, snick-
erdoodles, con go bars, fig bars, apple 
dumplings, strudel, rolls, cinnamon 
swirls, and ot course, bread, all by the 
tens of dozens. 
In the interim (and believe me, that's 
tough) there is a one o'clock pick-up 
for all the finer food. Also' the bakers 
~ I 
;I.; 
all sanitation is our middle name. 
Now, I would like to finish with some 
of our favorite Bake Shop jokes: 
. Tell me, do you make good money 
, at the Bake Shop? Sure it's a great place 
to make some dough. 
Say, did you make this chocolate cake? 
Oh, I had a hand in it. 
What did the cake say to the donut? 
Nothing. Cakes can't talk. 
Don't stop me now. I'm on a roll. 
Well, get off of it, we need it focdinner. 
Boy do we have fun. 
Steve Melisi is a senior who lws worked 
in the Bake Shop for four years. 
UNH gestapo 
Since I started writing for The New 
Hampshire I've tried to write about 
something funny or serious pertaining 
to tJNH life. I'm going to keep doing 




On October 3, Dean]. Gr~gg Sanborn 
denied the resident· bf Congreve Hall 
their rights as citizens of the United 
States of America, took this nation's 
Constitution into his own hands, and 
conducted a search of students' rooms. 
Sanborn has every right fo conduct 
. the search. He had probable cause to 
believe that an illegal weapon was in 
Congreve. In accordance with Rule 13.3 
of the University Rights and Rules, 
Sanborn searched the rooms. However, 
-Rule 15.2-9 states, "Except during ... e-
mergencies, reasonable efforts shall . 
be made to notify~the room resident(s) 
in advance and to invite the resident(s) 
to be present during the inspection." 
According to the.article in the October 
7 issue of The New Hampshire, no 
prior warning was given, and the 
s_tudents were kept in a lounge until 
the search had ended. Unless Sanborn 
chose to call a quiet Friday lunchtime 
an emergency, he violated a University 
law. 
During tfie search, Sanborn decided 
to scrap the Constitution's guarantees 
a-gainst unreasonable search and se-
, izur~. If a poHce officer were to conduct 
the same search, he would have to 
obtaip a search warrant authorizing 
him to search for a gun only. Sanborn 
however decided to overstep the legal 
bounds that the rest of the nation must 
stay within and confiscatr::d beer, 
alcohol, and other paraphenalia. Le-
gally, Sanborn could only do this in 
a separate search. He had no probable 
cause to believe the students had the 
items he took. The Supreme Court had 
. rules that students at a school giv:e up 
certain portions of their Constitutional 
rights. They did not rule that overeager 
school officials can ta.ke these right-s 
away. J. Gregg Sanborn is not above 
the Supreme Court and the United 
States Constitution. 
What can Congreve residents do 
about this? Legally, quite a bit. Accord-
. ing to Appendix III of the University 
Rights and Rules, they can file a formal 
grievance. against Sanborn at his own 
office in Huddleston Hall. This would 
force Sanborn tn come out and face the 
mus~c. The complaint cm be taken all 
the way to a hearing Loard appointed 
by President Haaland. Failure on the 
part of Congreve's residents to file a 
complaint only gives Sanborn a free 
hand to continue breaking the law. 
I challenge Congreve's residents in 
particular, and all UNH students in 
general, to stand up to the adminis-
tration. If we don't; any of our rooms 
can be searched at any time. 
Finally, I dare J. Gregg Sanborn to 
come out of his off ice and reply to the 
charges against him, if he can. Go ahead. 
W e:re all ears. 
Phil Brod€r'S column appears every week. 
Potential .Forum material 
should be typed, double 
spaced, and include a 
phone number for refer· 
ence. Submit all work to 
Sonia at T/Je New Hamp-
s/JJre s Qmce in the MUB. 
,.... . 
.. .. - • • • , - - • - .1 
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NHQC ~NewHampShireOutingClub 
"'W6~.~~runiversityofNewHampshire- .Durham,N.H.o382~ 
----. . ';;., I ../ 
~--- - ......,, 
WE NEED YOU 
The New Hampshire 
Outing Club -needs 
your help with our 
annual Ski Sale! 
Meeting for all those . 
willing to help out is 
Tuesday, October 2 
at 7 pm in Roo~ 129 
of the MUB. We need 
cashiers and general 
assistants for the sale 
which runs Nov.13-15 
No experience is 
_necessary. 
Please hel ! 
A Dover tradition 
~ of fine dining 
.Jack !fattno1t'( orl_g.tna( lunclieoneffe 19?i-/? · 
Dinner Daily ... always featuring a special 
Garden Fresh Salad Bar 
· 10% discount on all meals with valid student ID 
Lounge open until legal closing 
Master Charge American Express 
16 Third Stre_et 749-4585 · Dover,N.H. 
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~ ... - = TELIPHOIE TAPE LllE I I a service provided by I 
i Couns.eling & Tes ting Center I I . anda· . . I 
§ § 
I TAPES AVAILABLE Cool--' I ~Anger ""' S§s , § Fighting Constructively ... 5 862-3554 •l*n•ccp S I Expressing Negative Thoughts and Self-Improvement . Dating § 8 Feelings, .. 6 Dating Skills ... 18 I s
8
o Dealing wUh Constructive Criticism ... 7 Self Assertiveness .. .402 Infatuation or Love ... 70 ~ 
§ Dealing with Anger ... 8 Building Self Esteemed Confidence ... 35 Things to Consider in Lookin_g for I 
8 U d t d
. J I d H t Standing Up for Yourself...1 O Mate 71 
S 
n ers an ing ea ousy an ow o ··· S  Deal-with it ... 9 Bec-oming Independent from Parents .. .478 Types of lntimacy ... 3 § 
§8, Depression The Value and Use of Self-Talk ... 36 . How _to Cope with a Broken Relation- sS I 
8 
. What is Counseling and How to Use lt...61 ship ... 83 Ss 
-  What is Depression ... 431 . Learning to Accept Yourself...44 Physical lntimacy ... 4 S 
§S How to Deal with Depression ... 432 Miscellaneous § S How to Deal with Loneliness ... 32 § § Depression as a lifestyle .. .433 Sexuality Early Sign of an Alcohol Problem ... 160 § § Stress and Anxiety Male sex Roles ... 40 Responsible Decisions (]bout Drink ing ... 161 § 
SS A · t p Male Homosexuality ... 21 I've been Raped, What Do I Do? ... 315 · § 8 nxie Y and ossible Ways to Cooe Dealing with an Alcoholic Parent ... 479 8 Sg with it ... 30 Dealing with lmpotence ... 23 · 0 th . d D . 84 S S How to Handle Fears ... 33 Timing Problems in Male Sexuality ... 24 ea an ymg... Sg § Coping with Stress ... 38 Female Sex Roles ... 39 · · Mediation ... 312 . § 
8
§ Relaxation Exercises ... 37 Female Homosexuality ... 20 Anorexia Nervosa & Bulimia .... 215 § 
I Friendship :e~;~:~~g~~7o:sbl::~···~oqnosis ... 209 . I 
S Friendship Building ... 1 Ss S H 
1 
. F. 
90 AIDS .. .What is it? .... 225 1 1 0
8
8 e ping a nend... AIDS-Symptoms and Diagnosis .... 218 
Recognizing Suicidal Feeling in Oth-1 ers ... 492 . . I . 
I Dial 862-3~54 any ni~ht from 6:00-12:00p.m. and a Cool-Aid member. Will answer the phone. Select the I 8 tape you wish to hear by name and number. The tapes run about 6 minutes. If you have any questions; § 
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The Hazards .of Bouncing Drunks 
By Pano Brooks that is only a part of the job. A 
Imagine being an umpire for bouncer's first priority is self ~ 
the World series and having to preservation, which is diffkult 
throw an irate Billy Martin or considering the hostile, intense 
an enraged Earl Weaver out of situations that bouncers ire 
a cr_ucial game. Imagine babys ~ likely to find th~mselves, in. 
itting a drooling SO year old Nothing makes a bouncer more 
business executive who is throw~ uptight than the following 
ing a temper tantrum. Imagine conversation: , 
a biker woman of your mother's Joe Regular: "Do you know 
- _worst nightmares (the kind you Don Smith?" 
used to see in high school health Bouncer: "Yeah, I threw· him 
class as an example of venereal out of the bar last week. He was 
disea.se) jumping on you and· angry." 
trying to slip you some tongue. Joe Regular: "Well, he's got 
If you can imagine that happen- a gun and he's coming lookin 
ing to you in one night you have for you at 9:00." It is 8:50. Air 
an idea of what it is like to be traffic controllers experience 
a bouncer. People lump the same ki-nd of stress when 
bouncers into the same categor}' they have two 747's landing on 
as garbage men, IRS agents, and the same run way in opposite 
Reposession men ... tney aren't directions. It's the kind of 
liked, but serve a purpose. feeling you get when under local 
' Webster 's dictionary des - ' anesthetk you hear your sur ~ 
cribes bouncers-as "one em~ geon say "OOPS." 
ployed to restrain or eject Peopl'e when shut off from 
aisorder~y persons.'' However, _ a bar usuall leave but there is 
' \'~ . 
.. . while the crowds continue to swill. (Jim Millard photo) 
A boimcer on vacation takes a little dip ... (file photo) 
butt" is the most popular ques~ 
don bouncers are asked. 
Bouncers who kick butt don't 
iast much longer than a month. 
Lawyer fees and hospital bills 
take all the profit o'ut of that. _ 
It takes a special person to be 
a bouncer. A partial lobotomy 
helps. Louking like King Kong 
Bundy, or a missing link might 
be enough to scare off irate 
customers, Alcohol mixed with 
a drunk's urges to mate and kill 
can , be_ a health hazard. Luckily 1 
Drunks are the worst fighters 
in the world. He can't hit you, 
because he sees three of you.Just 
hope he doesn't hit the guy in 
the middle. 
"The ordinary person spends 
his life avoiding tense situations. 
A repo man spends his life 
___ ..;.,.,. _________ ~-~.....,,,.,---~~......--~~~~~~o-;-;-;---r"'-~~ ~etting into tense situations," 
"one in every crowd" that w·ill ts a quote from the film 11Repo 
refuse to leave.,They want to Man" that also applies to 
stay and do something creative. bouncers. If a bouncer doesn't 
Maybe throw up. Bar counters stop a drunk from entering a 
look comfortable after 12 beers. bar he will lose his job. Bouncers 
A drunk hardly notkea that he's ' are familiar with every swear 
Elvis at the 
Orpheum sleeping in an ashtra7, and his in existence. -tie would be on fire i it wasn't Full Moons are terrifying to 
soaked in beer. bouncers . You can see the 
''Did ya ever kick anybody's , change in people. Everyone is 
By Ric Dube -
Elvis Costello the songwriter. 
Declan McManus the artist. 
Napoleon Dynamite the rock 
and roller . All three of these 
roles emerged last Friday night 
within the second of Elvis 
Costello's three thematic con ~ 
certs at Boston's Orpheum 
theater. The show, billed as an 
"all request night," didn't really 
hold true to thi~ promise, but 
• Costello was alway~ willing to 
listen. He reduced the 1350 
capacity Orpheum crowd to an 
intimate nightclub gathering, 
pausing between numbers to 
talk to the throng, listen to their 
comments and suggestions, and 
respond. 
Opening the show with a 
stripped down version of his 
current single 11Tokyo Storm 
Warning," a jovial Costello 
st_opped between verses to ex~ 
plain the next line's lyrics. nit 
was very aggravating because 
the printf;r's ink would stain 
your fingers," he cJarified, "so 
they began wrapping the fish 
and chips in this newspaper 
facsimilie, and that took a bit 
of the charm from it all,'' 
The set featured few hits, 
focusing more on the talents of 
his band for the evenfng, The 
Confederates . Boasting 
members of the band -that 
backed rockabilly media pupp,et 
Elvis Presley, three chord blues 
licks were the order of the 
evening. But the action cooked, 
the music hopped, and by the 
first encore, the audience were 
on their feet dancing. 
Songs included the whole of_ 
Costello's King Qf America lp, 
save a couple of numbers, a host 
of rockabilly covers, and an 
assortment of Costello's songs 
tense, Drunk p~ople turn into 
"Hueys.'' A Hirey has an IQ of 
a kumquat . They do stupid 
things . Throwing punches at 
a group of six hostile construe" 
tion workers . Slamming their 
heads into walls when their ' 
dates refuse to be seen with 
them. Dancing on the bar with~ 
out clothes becomes a great idea, 
" People change into horrible 
beasts t_hat drool, smash any~ 
thing in their path, and exhibit 
poor manners. Reasoning with 
such a beast is impossible. The 
only way to handle them is at 
a distance. Or with silver bullets. 
There are a few people who 
don't even have to be drunk to 
become hostile snarling beas 8 
ties. ID idiots are people who 
have no frontal brain lobes. 
Bouncers take visceral pleasure 
in throwing them out. Driver's 
license, military ID, State ID, 
and passports are legal ID's. 
Birth certificates, colleg·e ID, 
and expired ID aren't. Idiots 
PANO, page 19-
originally recorded with The 
Attractions. Most interesting 
· was 11 Allison," at first accom~ 
panied by a hideously tuned 
guitar, th~n- ~rnng flawlessly, a 
captJlla, 
Wearing a modest suit and 
a friendly smile, Costello rocked, 
rolled, bopped and crooned for 
three hours, even taking time 
to show a short slide show 
entitled 11The World of Travel." 
In actuality nothing more than 
a series of random slides taken 
from some measly ou.tdoor 
tractor trailer pull, it was a fine 
joke, and well representative -
of Costello's sense of humor. 
He says what he w.ants, gets 
away with whatever he can, and 
never regrets it. He alsO' always 
comes out smelling like a rose. 
Truely wonderfol 
/ 
(continued from page 18) 
can't get this through their thick 
skulls and don't deserve to drink. 
T_hey also shouldn't operate 
dangerous machinery. 
Bouncing has a few perks. 
There are nights when only 
regulars come in, and everyone 
is in a mellow mood. On nights 
like this the general public tends 
to think that the bouncer leads 
an easy life.--slurping up free 
drinks and watching the Red 
Sox. The hardest part of nights 
like tha~ is staying awake. 
Pano Brooks is a bouncer at the 
State Street Saloon in Ports-
mouth. He is a very large person 
with a green belt in Karate and 
a very prominent lobotomy scar 
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Newman and Cruise 
Hustle 
Their Audience 
"The Color of Money" 
Touchstone Pictures 
By Kathleen Rice 
Twenty-five years after the 
release of "The Hustler," Paul 
Newman is back as the hustling 
pool shark Eddie Felson. But 
" in this sequel Eddie, now an 
aging liquor salesman, is paired 
with young, cocky, hot-shot 
Vincent Lauria, played by Tom 
Cruise, fresh from "Top Gun." 
The story begins when Eddie, 
still hanging around pool halls, 
eyes Vincent's game. He sees 
the profit potential and sets out 
to break him of showing off his 
talents by always playing to win, 
teaching him to lose a few now 
and then to keep the competi-
tion and the money coming. 
Vince is a reluctant pupil, 
finding it very hard to break the 
habit of playing to win, but he 
eventually earns his place under 
Eddie's wing and starts on the 
road to the Atlantic City 9-ball 
tournament. 
Through Vince, Eddie has 
rediscovered his own 'desire to 
get back into the circuit, and the 
high point of the film occurs 
when Eddie ends up on the 
wrong-end of a hustle. Hurt and 
humiliated, Eddie realizes he 
has nothing more to teach, 
leaving Vince and his girlfriend 
Carmen (Mary Elizabeth Mas-
trontonio) to go. it alone. Un-





where the mm loses its shine 
and falls irtrb a cookie-cutter 
forrr:ula reminiscent of "Rocky" 
movies. . 
"The Col,or of Money" is 
beneficial for both the lead 
actors. Twe·nty-four year old 
Tom Cruise broke out of the 
teen idol trap that "Risky Bus-
iness," "All the Right Moves," 
and the recent box-office smash 
"Top Gun" created. Working 
with the likes of Paul Newman 
and director Martin Scorsese 
("Taxi Drivel-,'' "Mean Streets") 
gives Cruise the polish and 
prestige he really needs. "The 
Color of Money" is not a -show-
case for his beefcake. There is 
no dancing in pis underwear and 
no studly irr:J'age for the affec- , 
tions of a wcifllan, but rather a 
testimony tq his credibility as 
an actor. .. :; , 
The sixty-one .year old New-
man shows us that, now morP 
than ever, he has the stability, 
the talent, the good looks (and 
the eyes!) that have been a part 
of his career for three decades, 
although he has never won an 
Oscar (he was nominated for 
his last film "The Verdict"). , 
Overall the pairing of New-
man and Cruise, the direction 
of Martin Scorsese, the compe-
tent cinematography and edit-
ing produced a high caliber film. 
Despite it's obvious plot,-"The 
Color of Money" is a recom-
mended film. 
i They cried when they dropped ·you 
i ·they can still keep in ' touch with a 
off at UNH, but 
subscription to 







•scores & pictures of games 
•campus news Only $24.00 for a year's 
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DRESSING WARM IN 
COLD WEATHER . 
DOESN'T MEAN 
SACRIFICING STYLE. 
LOOK GREAT IN 
FLEECE JACKETS BY 
CLIPPER BAY. FULLY 
LINED IN 5 TERRIFIC 
COLORS AND 
· PATTERNS 
$ 39 ,90 
COMP VALUE $50 
. S/Har/~l/Rfa~5 
, F ASJUON APP AREL 
They. have come back. 
Every year they come back. 
Friendly. Looking me over. 
They come in for balloons. 
Broke! 
But buying balloons -
For a friend. ,.. 
Broke! 
But buying some candy -
To make it 'til lunch. 
Thread for a loose button. 
Or string for a kite. 
Or ribbon for a paddle. 
. Trying on wigs for Halloween. 
Laugl:ling . - Checking the mirror, 
Planning. 
Will the rug look good on the floor? 
How much is this poster? 
Do they need a stuffed bear? 
Will she like it? Will he? 
They are- back - Friendly -
Looking me over -
Checking me out .... 
I am The .Out Back 
Do they like me? 
Do they think I'm pretty? 
Do they think rm nice? 
I hope so . . 
A poem /r(.)m The Out Back'· 
. THE OUT BACK 
·44 Main St., Durham 
868-7027 
Open: 9-7 Mon.-Thurs. 
9-5:30 Fri., 9-5 Sat. 
Let Us Be Your Shipper 
Next Day Air - Two Day Service 
· . , Dally Rackage Pick Up Regular Delivery 
-
Greeks enjoying Friday's picnic. (Stu Evans ph9to) 
Our Towns. Our Fishes . 
Our Forests. Our Stream·. 
Our RiveQB Our Oeserts. 
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-LEARN BARTENDING 
40 f1t0UR (ONE-WEEK) CERT1IFICATE 
COURSES OFFERED I WEEKS OF JANUARY 5 & 1 2 
LIMITED SPACE, ENROLL EARLY 
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE, 
. TEL. 659-3718 
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL 




But don' t smoke just to be 
like your friends . 
Or to be different from your 
friends . / 
Or to be anything at all . 
Because with everything we 
• know about cigarettes today, 
there's only one thing you'll 
be if you start' smoking now. 
And that's sorry. 
Sorry you can't get up in the 
morning without coughing 
your lungs out . Sorry you 
can 't climb a single flight of 
stairs withbut getting wind-
ed . Sorry that every time you 
light one up, your risk of 
heart disease goes up. 
If you're already a smoker, 
take some time to stop and 
think it all the way through . 
Right now, it's your decision. 
In the l?ng ruh, it's your life. 





Word Processing • 1-yping • Transcription · Cind Sports f Or 
Durhaµi, New Hampshire 
Screen Printing & Embroidery 
T-Shirts, caps, jackets, buttons 
signs, mugs, pencils, 
1
etc. 
· Competitive Wholesale Prices 
iSHIRTS+ 
World Leader in Custom Shirts 
- FOX RUN MALL 431-4355 
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By JEFF MacNELIJY . 
hair blue, rip the 
sleeves off your 
~hirt or pi.erce 
your ear. 
YOU WON~T M,ISS 
YOUA FUTON 











salary, commission an 
e travel. Position involve 
anagement of area campu 
eps for a national college 
avel and marketing ruin. 
pproximately 20 hours pe 
eek, ideal for senior o 
raduate student. 
commission and free 
travel Market ski and beac 
tours on your C:8MPUS. 
Call Michael DeBoer at 914·-
682-1795 or write to Amer-
ican Access Travel, 141 Cen-
tral Park Avenue South, 
Hartsdale, NY 10530 
CALL TOILFRE 
(800) 992-3773 
- - - - - ---- - - - - - - ~ ..,-- -----
%tr 
'FEMALE ROOMMATE NEE.OED FOR SE-
COND SEfvH~S'fER, non-smoker. Great 
·house on Main Street, Durh~m. 868-1871-
~sk for Donna. 
. Sl.NGLEROOM AVAILABLE. JAN.1-MAY 
3-1. :$145/mo Newmarket 0n K-van. Call 
El'izabeth collect at 202-2?4-3324 and 
leave n~m'e and. number . . 
HIGH EARNINGS FREE TRAVEL BENEF-
ITS. National Travel and Marketing Co. 
seeks highly motivated individual to re-
present its CollegiateTravel Vacations 
on your campus. No ~~perience needed. 
Will train. Call: (718) 855-7120 or Write: 
Campus Va¢ation· As·sociatjOflS 26 Court 
St., Brooklyn, NY 11242. .. 
TAN-tOlJE TANNING CENTER IS LOOK-
ING FOR PEOPLE WHO WANT TO TAN 
FREE! F.OR DETAILS CALL OR COME IN! 
431-7047: 
Desperately see]<ing freshman camp 
counselors. Pick up your applications now 
at the freshman camp office in the MUB 
rm. 135. Sign up for interviews across ihe 
hall. Interviews start Oct. 25th-Come on 
down!! 
THE FAR SIDE 
MORT AR BOARD WHAT? Members. are 
you tired of hearing this? Tuesday, October 
21 at 7PM in the Durham Room of the MUB 
is the place to start to turn our organization 
around. Let's pull our resources together 
and GO FOR IT! . 
1 
Want to earn $5.00 an hour? Work as a 
personal care attendant. No experience 
necessry, flexible hours (mornings), easy 
work and great boss! Call Dan at 692-4764 
in even_in-=g-------~-­
Part time Salesperson to merchandise and 
sell ski fashions and sportswear. Applicant 
.must be a skier. Apply in person at 
PUTNAM'S Ski & Sports, 990 LafayeHe Rd. 
Portsmouth 
WE WANTYOU! ·YES.'.'(OU!! Getup and get 
on down to the MUB rm. · 13§ . .l.OJ _your 
frE)shman camp counselor appl-icaffon : 
Interviews start;Sat. OG::t. 2.5! Don'tmiss 
it!! Freshman camp, the key to life!! 
OVERSEAS JOBS .. Summer, yr. round. 
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields, 
$900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free info. Write 
IJC, PO Bx 52-NH Corona Del Mar, CA 
92625 
ACTIVIST Is acid rain eating aw,,ay at you? 
Has nuclear waste got you down in the 
dumps Do something about it! Organization 
working to elect environmentalists to 
Congress needs tefephoners to contact ' 
membership and raise funds. HOURS: SUN 
thru THURS .. 5:30-9:30 pay $5.00 an hour 
plus. Call Susan after 1 :30 pm at 431-1571. 
By GARY LARSON 
Work Study Job. $4.50/hr. Portsmouth 
~ When women say "no," they don't mean ln~oor Pool. Desk Clerk, Lifeguards 
needed. Advanced lifesaving preferred. coerce me into a "yes." 
Call 431-2000 x278 8-4 p.m. HEY CONNOLLY!! SOBER UP YOU LUSH!! 
Personal Care Attendant. No Experience Now if you don't see this I'll really be mad. 
necessary. Hours Flexible. Easy Work. Chris. · . . . 
GreatBoss!$5/hr.CallDanat692~4764 · .MARKETING-- DAY 1986. Interested in ' 
-----------· _ ' S~les, Market Research, Corporate Stra-
1
. · · :-~: J~ . tegy, Retailing and other related fields? ~ .,. ..... " .. : •_ . __ ·_ • • . . . Listen to experienced professi.onals talk 
_ ...- -.... __ _ about their marketing careers! WEDNES-
DAY, OCTOBER 29th, 9 AM-3 PM in 
FOR SALE-SYNTHESIZER YAMAHA DX 
100 MINT CONDIT10N. UNDER WARRAN-
TY. SELL FOR ONLY $370. CALL MANUEL 
AT 862-4525 
FOR SALE-SHARP STEREO. DUAL-
TAPE, AUTO-REVERSE. HIGH SPEED 
DUBBING, EQUALIZER, DETACHABLE-
SPEAKERS-$150 Call MANUEL AT 862-
4525 ' ··,,~' ..._. "· 
SKIERS-I have a brand new pair-of Tyrollia 
390D bindings still in the box. These are 
$120 bindings, make me an offer, I'm tired 
of them being in my room. Chris at 868c 
1290. 
SNOW TIRES-31 Michelin 175-.13. Used 
2 seasons. $60. 868-5567. 
Dot Computer-new style drives, MS-DOS, 
Multiplan, Volkswriter, Basic and more. 
Brand new, 3 mo, warranty $500. Call 332-
8858 days. , 
Turbo PC-XT -5 meg. hard disk, 640k, 
choice of video card and monochrome 
monitor. $1299 Call 332-8858 days. 
1981 Wilderness Travel Trailer 19, heater, 
stove. refrigerator. sleeps 6, full bath, 
tandem wheels, $4,000. 7 42-3276. 
1980 VW Rabbit-standard, tape deck. 
equalizer. AM I FM stereo excellent 
condition-106,000 miles. Asking $1,500. 
659-7446 
FOR SALE: 1980 Chevy Monza, 4-speed, 
55,000 miles, new clutch, rust-proofed 
twice, sunroof, Very good condition $950 
or best offer. 868-1870 evenings 
RIDES 
Desperate! Need a ride to lJNH from 
Porstmouth for 8:00 classes . Will share 
expenses. Make my day. Call 433-0838 
after 2:30 p.m. any day. · 
Per'sonals ~ [jJ 
Scooter doesn't live here anymore 
Hi Beth M. Guess what I did this weekend? 
Miss you! Love, Lisa 
McConnell, Rm. 312. 
Gregor- hey ...... sexy!!! Seeing y0u in your 
towel in the morning makes our blood boil!!! 
We love you!!!!! T.C.T. 
WHM-654-Somebody loves you, some-
body cares. 
HEY DENISE PRESCOTT-Happy Birthday!! 
Love Elizabeth. I miss you!! 130 10th st. 
SE Washington DC 20005. 
HEY ELIZABETH IN DC!! Please Pay Your. 
Phone Bill! 
HEY GINNIE & SUSAN-What's up? Write!! 
130 10th street SE Wash. DC 20005. Love 
Eliz, Fashion Police lnsp. 
FRESHMAN CAM,P COUNSELORS WANT-
ED!! Pick up your very own application at 
our office in the MUB, rm. 135. Interviews 
start October 25th so don't miss out, and 
eat your vegetables!! Thank you. 
Boz & Mark Sorry about being obnoxious· 
Wednesday night. The Bosox tend to do 
that to me. Forgive me? Love Boze. 
To the men in 322 Lord Thanks for a great 
Thursday night, the whips the chains and 
then the jello. Awesome. Keep in Touch!! 
We love ya. · 
Well Dehow, How's it feel to be the big 21? 
Now you can do the beer runs for us, Kev 
will be relieved. Aren't you glad we found· 
out when your birthday was? HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY DORK!! 
Karen-Well. Is that all you hav-e to say? 
What do you want me to say? Here's a 
"penny for your thoughts"! Does your pitch 
always go 2 octaves higher than your 
habitual? Going into brick walls CAN be 
as much fun as going the wrong way down 
that one-way street! So, your granny lives 
on a farm-do you always call her at 1 a.m. 
-Aimee 
To the L-4 studs-you guys are the greatest! 
Thanks for getting rid of that mysterious 
poltergiest for us-Love, the happenin' 
chicks 
-...· '. 
Ken M. Let's do it again soon. The four of 
us will be waiting with the jello. Rest up 
big boy! Love, the sex kittens-meow! 
SKIP-Weather bulletin: Snow, very soon!! 
Peanut Crack, let's do the rock lobster!! 
Love ya, The Unvee 
l.nterested in ::t career in financial servi-
ces??? Come to CAREER NIGHT: THURS-
DAY OCT. 23 at 7 prtl, Forum Room 
Diamond Library. Advice and information 
in the areas of investments, accounting, 
financial consulting and banking. 
If you are forced to have sex, s~xually 
assaulted, or raped and would like to talk 
to a woman who has been trained to help 
in those situations. Call 862-1212 day or 
night and ask for a rape crisis counselor. 
RESUMES-First impressions count. Make , 
a great presentation at your next interview. 
Call Teresa at your Mcintosh Personnel 
742-8325. 
2 Roundtrip bus tickets anywhere Trailways 
goes. Good through 2/17/87. $190 or best 
offer. 659-6865 after 6. 
N02- I'm going nuts, do you have any 
exams this week? Concentration seems 
to be in the ether zone! Or on a certain 
person. Charge!!! signed crazy hazy 
Karen, Happy. Birthday! Your eyes are liKe 
moonbeams, y.our lips are like roses, your 
hair is like ~ silk. Eric 
Frankie, thanks f_or the great weekend in 
the woods, The wine was superb, the fire 
warm, the atmosphere just right. Guy. 
Tim and Rich: Thanks so much for taking 
me to the Regatla! I had such a biast! Next 
time we'll make it to the "Top~· and perhaps 
• we'll have a new cooler. Rich, you can lead 
next tir:ne and little guy, thanx for being 
so patient around 7:00. I really had a good 
time. Why did we wait unti.1. now to go? You 
guys are the greatest! I love you ... Lisa 
MARKETING DAY 1986. Interested in 
Sales, Market Research, Corporate Stra-
tegy, Retailing and ott:ier related fields? 
Listen to experienced professionals talk 
about their marketing careers! WEDNES-
DAY, OCTOBER 29th, 9 AM-3 PM in 
McConnell, Rm. 312. 
Well Dehow. how's it feel to ba the big 21? 
Now you can do the beer runs for us. Kev 
will be relieved. Aren't you glad we found 
out when your birthday was? HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY DORK!! 
"Again? What is it with you that as soon as 
you p.ut one fin on the land you have to go?" 
I 
The best way to reach~~--
10,000 people is through the · ~~:~~ 
classifieds · ·""' _______________________ _,, ______ , ___________________________ ' 
~nal -FOr Sale ~Help Wanted -Services -Housing 
.-:.Lost 8t Found ...::Rides ~Travel -Yard Sales -Sports 
Tile New Hampshire 
RATES: $1.00 for 40 words per insertion 
Each additional run: $1.00 
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1~ choosing David Olsen as 
reviewer of the first UNH theatre 
. department production of the year, 
The New Hampshire was taking 
on a potentially disastrous task. The 
New Hampshire had to bypass 
many obstacles to _review this play 
effectively, let alone impressively. 
Few college newspapers choose to 
review this play, preferring to stick 
to things about which they know 
something. · 
The reviewer, David Olson, 
struggled with the language of the 
play, not picking up on the fact that 
author Christopher Marlowe wrote 
not only in blank verse, but also 
- in the ''flowery style of Shakes-
peare," as well as prose. Another 
obstacle was the fact that the review 
was an ill-timed attempt to let 
readers know about the play, wh!ch, 
. unfortunately, closed three days 
before the review appeared. The 
New Hampshire had to make the 
review "timely" and relevant to an 
audience that will never get to see 
this production. - -
Yes, Dr. Faustus was a successful 
production. And yes, it's success 
was due in large part to the talents 
of its leads, Tony Carnes and Mike 
O'Malley. But to accuse those 
performers playing the Scholars 
or the Duke and Duchess of Van 
Holt of overacting and scene steal-
ing is ludicrous ~ The entire cast • 
offered a series of solid performan-
ces in their multiple roles, each one 
in keepi~g ~ith the -mood of the 
scene. 
For Mr. Olson to have problems 
with the technical aspects of the 
play is his prerogative. We can only 
be grateful that he didn't have the 
problems with the_ performances 
that he had with the imaginative 
use of Brechtian theatrical style. 
Finally, I would like to suggest 
that before telling the public; that 
certain performers rarely take on 
"such a serious role," Mr. Olson 
check out some of the other.offer-
ings of the theatre department, 
most notably the annual undergrad-
uate prize productions (entirely 
student written, student directed, 
and student produeed), in which 
Mike O'Malley has turned in two 
outstanding performances in "se-
rious" roles. I would also like to 
suggest that Mr. Olson refrain from 
commenting on the quality of past 
productions which he has person-
ally admitted to never having 
attended. 
By the way, Follies is the theatre 
department's next offering. It opens 
November 15 and runs through 
November 22. I'm just letting you 
know in case someone at The New 
Hampshire decides it's their favor-
ite play and wants to review it, so 
that the review can be submitted 
and printed while there's room in 
the paper, and before the show 
closes. 
Sincerely, 
Christoph~r R. Leavy 
•• 
To the Editor: 
In regards to the review by David 
Olsen on the play Dr. Faustus, I 
would like to point out a few things 
that I feel should be said. 
First, the technical crew involved 
in Faustus did an incredible job. The 
company had less than a mopth to 
put the whole play together, and 
should be praised. · 
Second, when Mr. Olsen criticizes 
the costumes of the German sold-
iers, he misses the point of why they . 
were that way. The audience is not 
seeing the characters as they really 
are, but rather as Faustus sees them 
in his descent to hell. As the pla:y 
continues, Faustus' understanding 
of his surroundings becomes more 
and more warped. His clothing 
becomes more and more obscure, 
from a lavish ou1'-fitted scholar in 
the beginning, to wearing rags and 
being threatened by a bunch of 
clowns in the end. But the German 
soldiers are not the only characters 
whose costumes do not fit Elizabe-
than era. Other characters include 
the Carter, Robin, and the Horse-
Courser whose more modern cos-
tumes make them appear to be the 
clowns they really are. I think one 
should keep the theme in mind 
when considering the play as a 
whole, and that is the increasing 
inability to recognize sin, and that 
is timeless. The play could have 
even been done in a modern setting. 
But all of this is clearly explained 
in the director's notes in the 
program that was given at the 
performance. 
Finally I would just like to say 
that all of the cast was excellent. 
This includes besides Tony Carnes, 
and Mike O'Malley (who played the 
leads), but Brad Farwell, Diana 
Nadear, Scott Fish, Mark Lifrieri, 
Ken-Coelho, Tanya Tucker, Meghan 
Fielding, Susan Dumais, Marsha 
Simmons, John Hurney, Peter 
Sherwood, Karl Treen, and of 
course, Peggy Walton. All of these 
people did a wonderful job, and 
none of them should be criticized 
for anything they did o,n stag~. I 
was also in Faustus, and I thmk 
myself fortunate to have· gotten to 
know all of these people and l look 
forw·ard to hopefully working with 
all of them again. 
Christopher Walsh 
·HOW FAR WILL.YOUR TALENT TAKE YOU? 
Apply for the Tl ME College Achi~vement 
Awards and lind out. TIME Magazine is sean.:~­
ing for 100 college juniors who have distinguished 
themselves hy their-excellence, in academics and. 
more importantly. exceptional achi_cvcment out-
side the dassroom. 
The top 20 winners will he awarded $2.500 and 
profiled in a special promotional section of 
TIME. Eighty finalists will receive $250 each. 
All 100 students will be given first consideration 
for internships with participating corporations. 
Deadline for applications is December 31, 
11986. Details at your dean's office or call I-,S00-
523-5948. In Pennsylvania, call l-800-637-8509. 
TIME 
The College Achievement Awards 
• 
To the Editor: 
On Wednesday, October 8, a 
friend and I went to the 8:00 p.m. 
performance 9f "The Tragical 
History of the Life and Death of 
Dr. Faustus," and after reading 
David Olson's review in the October 
14 issue of The New Hampshire, 
I have to wonder if we saw the same 
production. 
I will agree that this is a difficult 
play to put on, yet I will not concede 
that it is " .... the .best show UNH 
has seen in three years." If this is 
the best production the Theater 
Department has put on, I would 
not like to see the worst. To me, 
the play lacked all energy; in the 
actors' movements and speech. Yes, 
a play does--have to be well planned, 
but "Dr. Faustus" was too contrived, 
losing spontaneity that makes a 
performance enjoyable. I found 
myself working ha'rd to discover 
at least one good actor in the play. 
However, the sets and costumes 
were very well done. I was especially 
impressed with the way the beasts 
of Hell emerged from the smoke. 
At this time, I will agree with Olson 
on one point, in relation to the 
Mephistopheles prop, I have seen 
scarier images in low-budget horror 
flicks. I have no comment on the 
German fatigue-clad soldiers since 
I left after intermission. 
Maybe I was treated to an off-
night performance, still, I was very 
disappointed with the production 
of "Dr. Faustus." But I would like 
to thank the Theater Department 
for sending me a co~plimentary 
ticket; at least I didn't waste four . 
dollars. 
Sincerely, 
Mary Brooke Oropallo 
Peace 
To the Editor: 
The Great Peace March for 
Nuclear Disarmament is still going. 
The march, which started in Sari 
Francisco and is carrying the Hi-
roshima flame across the U.S., will 
be in New York City Oct. 24-
27 and will arrive at their destina-
tion, Washington, D.C., on Nov. 
15. The march is trying to 
get as many people together fo 0.C 
as possible, so think about uniting 
with your fellow Americans and 
saying "NO" to nuclear weapons. 
The night of Nov. 3 is _ on~ 
that you can participate in without 
even leaving your home. It is the 
night that the Peace March will be 
in Philadelphia and everyone 'is 
asked to turn on their porch light 
and/ or light a candle for peace at 
7 p.m. when ceremonies will take 
place in Philadelphia. 
If you are interested in car 
pooling to NYC or D.C. or just want 
to let the Peace March know that 
your thoughts are with them call 
me at 659-7418. 
Live Nuke Free or Die. 
Louise A: Proctor 
Letters to the editor should 
be typed and signed, and 
must include an address 
, and telephone number for 
verification. 
Address all mail to: 








If you can name the flower, we'll give you a 
bud vase free with any purch_ase of $3 .00 or 
more - whether it's a gift for a friend or just for 
you - because you're special, too! Just bring 
this ad with you when you visit our shop. 
Give flowers to someone special. Yourself 
•\ 
rn1 ~ 11rrim hill . h~ 
-/~ J 11 ~ J areenhouses.11c. 0 V' 
835 Central Ave., Dover. NH 
Phone: 742-2060 --~i AN; 
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seeing the Seabrook filant op~ 
entionaL Before he w::is elected 
governor, Sununu worked as an 
engineering consultant for the 
nuclear industry. 
Mc:Eacherrl, a Portsmouth 
lawyer, is anti~Senbrook. Ac ~ 
cordins to his press seerernry 
Ca therrne O'Brien, "Seabrook 
is the biggest issue in our 
01mpuign . 11 O'Brien staid 
Mc£.athern's foremrnn concern 
is "w itfning the election and 
;getring Seabrook stopped." 
In a h:•rent Bvston Globct 
interv iew, McEachern sa.id 
''When I look through his 
(Su11unu 1s) reports I get the 
intuition that the governor camf' 
to us from the nuclear irtdustry 
to make sure Seabrook is in good 
hartds .. . His mission is to plug 
it in." 
Duvid Carney, Sununu's cnm~ 
paign ,spoketnflan, l'laid the , 
$50,000 in campaign fund15 
whkh Sununu hns received from 
PSNH and nuclear- related 
interests is_ insignificant com ~ 
pared to the $2 million total he 
received from other sources 
since 1982. 
This is Sununu's. th ird gub-
ernatorial election. "Of this $2 
million," Carney said, "less than 
'two percent has come from 
peo pie related to the nuclear 
industry." Camey su.id dividing 
the $50,000 by election , the 
~yerage _ _'Voul_dJ?e ~oglyJ 12,000 
tt*****~*-~***:·**********~*·** '*******1 
~· Q.1F PletU-:'! the MUB i i Plaee' HooRs · i 
~ MON.--SAT. i 
i . 11-Spm · . ~ 
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~ ~ C-0-MPLn'I! SET OF 2nd . ~ ·*i 
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i( $.69 . '$.99 * 
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: Serving the U.N.H. . 
an election" from nuclear in -
terests. 
According to New Hamp-
shire law, candidates must keep 
t(;lcords listing the oc:c.:upations 
of contributors giving them over 
$100. McEachern has charged 
Sununu with failing to list the 
occupations of 300 of these over~ 
$100 comribtitors during the 
past two years·. This includes 
over $100,000 in tontributions 
this year from 250 people. 
- O'Brien said "Sumrnu is 
bought and paid for by the 
nudenr industry.'' 
Carney said both the New 
Hatnpshire secretary of sta-rn 
artd the ~lt~omey gerteral's office 
check the governor's financial 
reports for accur,acy; "We have 1 
never received notifkntion of 
~ny discrependes in thtuecords. 
I'd say his (Mc:Eachern's) 
charges were frivolous ." · 
sees Seabrook as necessary 
bec11use 11 New England has 
reached its cap-acity fOr electric~ 
ity production. lt (Seabrook) 
muy not be popuhu, but it is 
necessary for generating elec~ 
tricity," Carney, said. 
New Hnmpshire law allows 
private indivictuals to contribute 
no more than $5,000 a year to 
candidntes. According to Sunu~ 
nu's records, two of his largest O'Brien s.aid Sununu's atdtQ 
contributors from PSNH have · rnde towards Seabrook is an 
been $3,000 from David Wil ~ example of his "arrogance." He . 
Iiams, former PSNH director, dpesn't pay attention to the 
and from former chairman r.eople's needs," O'Brien said. 
William Tallman. Since 1982 'Seabrook; is too expensive. 
Tallman has contributed a total There· is no justif kation for it. 
of $3,700. It would ruin New Hampshire's 
Accordina to Carney, Sununu ernnoriy 'if Seabrook were 
plugged in:" 
According t~1 a recent UNH 
poll conducted. by the political I 
sdence department for WMUR . j 
television, among the 39 percem 
of the voters who considered 
Seabrook the most imowrnr 
issue in the election, McEacherri 
outpoHed Sununu by 21 points. 
The 48 percent who c:onsiderd 
the economy most importrtt 
Sununu outpoHed McEachern 
by 50 points. Professors Craig 
and Moore who organized the 
poll siad, "Voters.are saying Yes 
on Sununy and No on Sea ~ 
brook.'·1 
·i 
i Community ! 
··•¥••····························· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
.. The New 
Hampshire .. 
Wants You tow "t . ,r1 e 
news and sports. 
Drop by room 151 in 
the MUB today. 
/ 
Come in and enjoy a different 
special served each night 
· Night Grill 
Prepared by one of our famous chefs 
Monday-Hamburger 
Tuesday-Grilled Ham & Cheese 
Wednesday-BLT , 
Thursday-Chicken Salad Sandwich 
.only 75¢ 
.----------------------, .. , 
I Free Fries I 
I with mupun I 
I with purchase of ~iny grill item or I · 
1 · sandwich from 7:00 pm to 9:30 pm I 
I offer e!Xpir11s I 
I Ocwlwr ,\ I, 1981\ I 
I I 
.L---------------------~J 
Open from 3:30 to 9:30 pm Thurs. til 8:30 pm 
·-
---X-COUNTRY---
(continued from page 28) 
Hammer was the 'Cats top with a personal record against 
finisher last week against Maine Maine last week. Rhodes ran 
and hopes to really do some another good race. He finished 
damage at the New Englands. with a time fo 27:41, good for 
Freshman Randy Hall 70th. 
showed his consistency by fin-
ishing up fiftieth overall with 
a time of 27:07. Captains Brian 
_ Rhodes and Jim Mackenzie 
grabbed the number 56 and 61 
spots while recording times of 
27:17 and 27:23. 
Rounding out the top f-ive was 
Brian Rhodes who had cracked 
the top five for the first time 
Sophomore Tim Carney 
didn't score but certainly de-
serves some praise as he had his 
best race of the season. 
New Hampshire will com-
pete in the North Atlantic's this 
weekend at Franklin Park and 
the New Englands next wee-
kend at the same site. 
Amy Farqu:har (17) and the soccer team tied UVM 0-0.(Stu 
Evans file photo) . 
)C 
?C ?C 
'the UNH cross country men competed in the Eastern Stat.e Championships Saturday.(Stu 
Eva:ns file photO) 
-----------SOCCER--------------
chances in the first 45 minutes. 
Amy Brimblecoin and Maura 
Naughton combined like bread 
and butter on one series, but 
Na ugh ton's shot sailed just over 
the crossbar. The Freshman 
Brimblecom seems to have a 
nose for action. She was the star 
of other Wildcat net testers. 
Another Freshman, Ellen Wein-
berg continues to prove herself 
a danger with the soccer ball. 
She made beautiful passes to 
Kim Shaw and Cindy Piere~ in 
the half. 
The Catamounts kept UNH 
goalie Janene Tilden busy with 
numerous shots~ However, it 
was UNH that had several 
oppurtinities only steps away. 
The second half was a repeat. 
UVM applied a substantial 
amount of pressure on Tilden. 
One ball was headed over the 
crossbar after a corner kick . 
Another barely slipped by the 
outside of the goal post. At the 
)C )( ac 
(continued from page 28) 
end of regulation time, it was 
0-0. 
ECAC rules have it that a tie 
game at the end of 90 minutes 
goes into two fifteen minute 
overtimes. It is not sudden 
death. Thirty more minutes of 
soccer is · tacked on and the game 
doesn't end when one team 
scores. 
In the first overtime, UVM 
netminder Jennifer Starr and 
Tilden both had their hands full. 
Starr stopped a promising Cindy 
Pierce effort after a Stokes 
corner kick. Tilden got her 
hands on a ball that was drilled 
through a crowd obstructing her 
view. No balls reached any net, 
so it was on to overtime number 
two. 
This final period was painted 
the white and blue of the Wild-
ca-ts. They fiercely attacked the 
_ UVM goal. After UNH' s Amy 
Yager was crushed by Vermonts 
Laura Engle, Weinberg took a 
)C )( 
direct kick. With a little razzle 
dazzle, she tapped it to Stokes 
who sent a nice ball to Kim 
Shaw, but the shot was high. 
In another charmed posse-
sion, a Stokes corner kick was 
first headed over the net by 
Shaw. ,Immediately afterward, 
Stokes was in the corner again 
and this time got it to Cindy 
Pierce; whose shot forced Starr 
to make a leaping save. 
It wasn't in the cards for 
either team to win, so after 120 
minutes of play, the final was 
0-0. UNH stands at 4-4-2 on the 
'86 campaign and UVM is now 
5-4-·3. -
.With some starting Wildcats 
· out of uniform, several reserves 
saw action. Missy Girard, Shar-
on Russell, Colleen Walsh and 
Kristen Burnap all played well_ 
under the circumstances. 
Hartford U nversity makes a 
stop at UNH tomorrow for a 
3:00 match up with UNH. 





The UNH Cambridge ] 
Summer Program 
is now accepting 
applications. 
Hamilton Smith 52 
862-3962 
'C ?C ?¢ 'C 'C " ' 
Men's soccer team takes advantage of Hartford 
By Pat Graham 
Who says a home field advan-
tage doesn't mean that much? 
The UNH men's soccer team 
put any opponents of that idea 
to rest. On Friday they returned 
to Lewis Field after three long 
road games at Bowdoin, Ver-
mont and Dartmouth and de-
feated the University of Hart-
ford 2-0. 
Dave Barlow and Chris Jay 
combined their talents in goal 
to earn the shutout victory for 
the Wildcats. It was the second 
' shutout of the year for UNH. 
They fought to a 0-0 tie against 
Keene State earlier this season. 
· Barlow faced a total of five shots 
while Jay turned aside two of 
his own. 
The UNH offense, although 
it put only three shots on 
Hartford goalies Chris Mindu 
and Bob Sondheim, did what 
t:hey have not done much of this 
season by putting the ball where 
the goalie was qot. The star of 
this ame was first ear forward 
Jim Dn:iding. . . _ 
With 4:40 left in the first half, 
the sophomore Druding con-
nected on his first goal of his 
career. Then at 5:20 of the 
second, Druding .was on the 
receiving end of a combined pass 
play from Shaw-n Day and Marc 
Griffin to make the score 2-0 
· UNH. All the offensive oppor-
tunities that Hartford had were 
halted by. a fired up -UNH 
defensive unit and a hot goal-
tending duo. 
The Wildcats' record rises to 
2-7-1, while Hartford falls to 
3-8-2. It gets no easier for UNH 
as they must now travel to 
Nickerson Field on the BU 
campus for a battle with the 
Terriers tonight. BU is currently 
ranked sixth in the nation, but 
proved to be vulnerable as they 
lost a 2-1-affair to the University 
of Rhode Island. The Terriers 
defeated the Wildcats last sea-
a physical overtime 
UNH took advantage of the home field by defeating Hartford 2-0 Saturday. (Mark DesRochers 
photo) · ' 
Tennis team 2d at Seaboards 
By Stephen Skobeleff 
Coach Russ McCurdy was 
obviously pleased with the 
second place effort by the UNH 
women's tennis team this past 
. weekend at the Eastern Sea-
board competition. He was 
especially thrilled with the 
performances of Ami Walsh and 
the Sa.ndy Richter-Kathy Gre-
land combination. 
The young squad travelled to 
the Seaboards as the defending 
champs of -the competition, but 
fell shy of repeating last year's 
accomplishment. 
Bosto.n University was the 
reason for UNH' s second place 
finish. The Huskies concluded 
the event with a score of 44, 
while the Wildcats mustered a 
42. This difference did not come 
about through the number of 
first place finishes though, 
because both squads tallied three 
firsts. · · 
Ami Walsh was the first of 
UNH's three winners in the 
number one singles slot. First 
she disposed of BU's Adriane 
Copete, the number one seed 
in contention, by a score of 6-
3, 6-1. From there she cruised 
ove-r Northeastern's Aileen 
Smith 6-1, 6-3 and CCSU's. Kim 
Francis 6-2, 4-6, 6-1. 
The next big Wildcat winner 
was Deb Rinaldi, at the number 
three singles spot. Rinaldi 
romped over l)MO's Jeanne 
Aqibler 6-3, 6-2, had little 
difficulty with CCSU's· Christine 
Freda 3-6, 6-3, 6-4, and finally 
conquered Mandy O'Donnell of 
BU 7-5, 6-4 to clinch the victory. 
The third UNH winner was 
found in doubles combat. Sandy 
Richter and Kathy Greland 
showed the .rest of the number 
two doubles competition . how 
the game should be played. 
Melissa Manzione and Alyssa 
Masters of CCSU crumbled in 
front of Richter and Greland · 
6-2, 6-3. BU's Cheryl Knape and 
Lindsay Schiappa could do no 
better, losing 6-1, 6-2. UVM's 
UNH races -at Head 
By Paul Tolme 
Over a quarter million spec-
tators filled the banks and 
bridges of the Charles River as 
the men's and women's varsity 
crew teams rowed to -twenty-
fourth and fourteenth places. 
Fourty teams competed in the 
men's eights competition and 
30 in the women's eights. 
ourselves." He said ,the team 
rowed strongly, but needs to 
improve its timing. 
The men's boat rowed at an 
impressive 32 strokes per min-
ute, but didn't move as efficient-
ly up the winding course as 
desired. There are a lot of 
intangibles in a timed race like 
this. Getting stuck behind a slow 
boat which refuses to yield being 
. one. 
A warm sun and light breeze 
provided excellent conditions 
for the 3,000 rowers competing 
in the 14 events. The 1984 -
Olympic gold medal winning 
team from Canada won the 
men's eights and set a new 
course record for the 3 mile 
course. The Boston Rowing 
Club took the women's eights. 
In such an excellent field of 
rowers, UNH's finishes were 
admirable. Men's yarsity coach 
Chris Allsopp said he was 
pleased with his team's rowing, 
but wasn't pleased that 23 crews 
rowed better. But Allsopp said 
the regatta is more of a "bench-
mark" for evaluating compe-
tition. 
"We got co see most of the 
other colleges we'll compete 
against this spring," said Al-
iso . "We ot to measure 
The UNH men got stuck 
behind Motley Crew, (no kid-
ding) which refused to yield and 
.slowed the Wildcats' time. 
UNH's times were not avail-
able. 
The UNH teams hoped co 
finish in the top 10, but fell 
short. 
Rowing in front of such a 
large crowd can affect a team's 
performance. UNH's Matt Ap-
gar said it was the most exciting 
race he has ever rowed, "The 
crowd pumps you up, brings the 
strength out of you." 
This weekend the men's and 
women's crew teams compete 
at Dartmouth. This is the final 
tuneup in preparation of the 
spring season-for the men's and 
women's varsit ei hts. 
Liz Lurie and Rachel Bristol 
posed the greatest challenge for 
the 'Cats duo, but in the end they 
too failed 7-6, 2-6, 6-3. 
Other UNH players in the 
tournament included Jen Rad-
den, Liz Lerner, Louise Martin, 
and Stacey Murgo. Radden fin-
ished fourth and Lerner third 
in the second and fourth singles 
brackets respectively. Mean-
while the doubles team of Mar-
tin and Murgo came up fifth in 
first doubles. 
This week the team wraps up 
its fine season with a match 
agai_nst Connecticut today at 
3:30 behind the Field House. 
It then plays in the New Eng-
land Championships at UVM 
this coming weekend. 
Coach McCurdy expects 12 
to 15 teams to show for the 
Championships. At this point 
he plans on bringing Ami Walsh 
and the doubles combo of Rich-
ter and Laurie Hebert to repres-
ent the squad in Vermont. 
Second singles player Jen Radden placed fourth last weekend. 
(Mark DesRoches file photo)· 
X-country women ·stumble 
By Rich Finnegan 
The girls' cross country team 
came up short in its tri-meet 
with Providence and Connec-
ticut on Friday but were encour-
aged by the comeback of senior 
Patti Martin. 
Racing for the first time this 
year, Martin was the 'Cats top 
finisher. She finished eleventh 
with a time of 19:26. Martin 
finished third in New England 
last year after recovering from 
off season shoulder surgery. 
Though she has been swimming 
and biking she is not back at full 
strength yet. Despite this Mar- through five meets. 
tin ran very well and should , Jeanne Kerri.ns was thir-
improve with each meet. · teenth overall as she recorded . 
Providence took the top three a time of · 19:38. Cindie Difran-
spots on its way to a 21 point sesco took the number 15 spot 
victory. Connecticut finished ··with a time of 19:52 while 
up with 34 points. New Hamp- Tammy Toselli rounded out the 
shire ended up with 68 but ran scoring as she clocked a 20: 18, 
well against some very excellent good for seventeenth. 
competition. The girls saw their dual meet 
Finishing behind Martin was record drop to 0-5 but hope to 
freshman Dawn Enterlein, who improve for a quad meet with 
was only two seconds off Mar- UVM and URI. The girls have 
tin's pace with a time of 19:28. won this meet in the past and 
Enterlein has yet to finish lower with the return of Patti Martin 
than second on the team their chances look even better. 
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the first time in two years we 
really hated to lose.'' 
WILDCAT NOTES: UNH 
faces Lowell on Thursday, then 
comes home for the home 
(continued from page 28) 
opener on Saturday night 
against Lowell. Both · of the 
games against Bowling Green 
do not count in the Hockey East 
standings since the Falcons are. 
in the Central Collegiate Hockey 
Association (C.CHA) and not 
in the Western College Hockey 
Association (WCHA). Lowell 
bec9mes the first league game: 
·• 
·Sports 
Field hockey team sticks it to UMass 2-0 
By Kathy Daly 
It's difficult to beat the UMass 
fi.eld hockey team- particularly 
at UMass. Just as it is hard to 
beat TJNH at New Hampshire. 
UNH travelled to UMass on 
Saturday to play for the top spot 
i'n the region and it took that 
spot 2-0. 
Both teams went into this 
game with only one loss each. 
Both are respected for their hard 
work, fight-to-the-last-whistle 
nature, agressive team play, and 
·desire to win. The team's 
coaches even used to coach 
together. Possibly, no two teams 
are more alike in personality. 
But UNH didn't let that get in 
the way. 
UNH scored 6:43 into the 
half. Pauline Collins scored off 
Peggy Hilinski' s shot off Sandi 
Costigan's corner hit. This goal, 
however, didn't dampen the 
spirits of the fiesty Minutew-
omen. 
table lead against UMass. Talk 
at halftime centered around 
increasing intensity. UNH had 
to do more than maintain pos-
sess ion to keep UMass from 
scoring. 
· The second half was fought 
at both ends of the field. The 
· UNH defensive unity fought 
off the heavy UMass attacks. 
The oHense worked hard at 
sparking momentum to get the 
'Cats on the board again. 
Play continued to intensify 
as the clock ticked away. Both 
teams got more and more des-
perate to score. Collins finally 
put number two on the board 
for the Wildcats. Shelley Ro-
binson carried the ball down lhe 
right wing and crossed a beau-
tiful ball into the circle. Collins 
'was there for the tip-in at 24:26 
into the half. 
UMass fought harder and 
managed to score off a corner 
hit with less than six minutes 
to go in the game. In the last 
minutes, however, UNH held 
strong and kept the lead by 
fighting off several potent 
UMass attacks. 
The game was controlled by 
the midfield play of both teams. 
Rough tough play became even 
more physical · as one team 
stopped the other. UNH's pass-
ing combinations were not as 
effective as in recent games. 
Against UMass, the big hit out 
appeared to work pest in clear-
ing the ball. 
The half ended with the 
Wild~ats up . l~O.:_not a comfor-
The win is number ten for the 
Wildcats and puts them in the 
to spot regionally. The team 
faces Harvard today at 3:00 at 
Memorial Field attempting to 
add win number 11. The women's field hockey squad beat UMass 2-0 Saturday.(Mark DesRochers file photo) 
SocCer squad ties 
UVM in 0-0 gem 
Hockey squad bowled Over 
By Paul Sweeney 
With the absence of football 
at UNH on Saturday, the wom-
en's soccer team provided an 
alternative mode of excitement. 
The Wildcats and the Cata-
mounts of Vermont participated 
in a 0-0 double overtime extra-
vaganza. UNH was eager to put 
1 quick halt on a three game 
losing streak and UVM was 
looking to add on to a five game 
undefeated swing. The result 
was the happy medium. Neither 
team was the victor, but both 
teams accomplished their goals. 
. If soccer were scored like a 
boixing bout, UNH would've 
gotten the decision, but not a 
unanimous one. 
UNH senior Sarah Stokes 
asserted herself early on with 
determined hustle and a couple 
key drives at the UVM net. 
Stokes literally played until it · 
hurt. About 15 minutes into the 
half, she was removed from the 
game because of a head injuty. 
She had hit it in UNH's pre-
vious contest at Providence. She 
was back before the half ended 
though, firing a shot on net 
within one minute of her return. 
. UNH had other precious 
' SOCCER, page 26 
By Chris Heisenberg 
The UNH men's hockey team 
opened up the 1986-87 season 
over the weekend by losing to 
a powerful Bow lihg Green team 
6-1 and 8-2. · 
Bowling Green was ranked 
first in the latest poll of college 
hockey writers and coaches, and 
showed why, taking advantage 
of UNH's,penalties. UNH set 
team penalty records both 
pights. 
"We were soundly beaten by 
a very good hockey team," head 
coach Bob Kullen said. "but it 
will be valuable for us down the 
road. You can't play a team like 
·that three-quarters of the game 
while shorthanded, on large ice 
like that." Bowling Green scored 
three powerplay goals in each 
of the games. 
MORNING LINE NOTE 
BU 17 ... URI 0 
UMas~s 23 ... Maine 13 
William & Mary 24 ... Del 31 
Rich 40 ... Virginia Mil 9 
UOonn 26 ... Northeastern 20 
Harvard 42 ... Dartmouth 26 
Texas AM 31 ... Baylor 0 
Patriots 34 ... Pittsburgh 0 
Karl sizzled to a 7-1 
record along with the 
sports editor to defeat the _ 
Old Grad, who went 5-3. 
. Fritz turned in his best 
weekend yet with a 6-2 
mark. Coach Bowes had 
a respectable 5-3 weekend 
record, turning . around 
last weekends 3-5 mark. 
Go Sox. 
UNH played the Falcons 
evenly for the first h~lf of the 
game on Friday and trailed only 
2-1 after a goal by James Rich-
mond. Howevet, Bow ling Green 
scored the next four goals. "Our 
specialty teams got tired, and 
we need to spread those out," 
said Kullen. 
On Saturday UNH again 
trailed by only a 2-1 score 
midway through the game, as 
Tim Shields contributed a shor-
thanded goal, but ended up 
losing 8-2. Shields also scored 
his second goal of the game later 
on. 
The second game was inte-
rupted by a melee 19:14 into the 
third period when Iain Duncan 
ran into UNH goalie Greg Rota . 
Th~ resulting pe.nalties broke 
the school record for penalties 
iri a game, set on Friday night. 
"Both of the games were 
closer tha'n the score indicates," 
Rota said. "When we were five-
on-five we did well, but we only 
played 16 minutes even up in 
the first game." 
"The intensity is the main 
difference this. year. No one is 
accepting that we lost, which 
we did last year." 
Team captain Richmond 
agreed with Rota. "The score 
doesn't show exactly how we 
played," Richmond said. "We 
got discouraged that we lost. For 
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Runners tenth on 
New Britain five 
By -Rich Finnegan 
The men's cross country team 
competed in the Eastern State 
Championships Saturday. The 
meet, held on New Britian's 5 
mile course, brought together 
some pretty tough competition 
and the Wildcats grabbed an 
impressive tenth place out of 
the 23 team field. 
Nationally ranked Provi-
dence, winner of 127 straight 
dual meets, took the overall title. 
The Friars edged out Keene 
State which finished up with 
30 points, 3 short of the Friars' 
27. Keene State did boast the 
individual winner, Rodney Bls-
worth, who finished in 24:41. 
UMass took third overall, 
followed by Southern Connec-
ticut, UVM, Holy Cross, URi, 
Bentley, Springfield and New 
Hampshire. . . 
Coach Jim Boulang~r pointed 
out that "the team mo ,well, yet 
didn't race as well as ,they could 
have. They have to concentrate 
on their individual races as well 
as helping each other." Bou-
langer noted that the team did 
a very good job and can utilise 
a ran~ like this as a learning 
expenence. 
Peter Hammer, a junior from 
Delmar, NY, took thirty~ninth 
out of a field of over 150 
runners. Hammer hroke the 
tape at 26:46 and turned in a 
truly excellent performance. 
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